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So now we know why Hillary Clinton has been coughing. After 
weeks of rumors and conspiracy theories, Clinton’s team was 
forced to come clean about her health this week when the Dem-
ocratic presidential nominee appeared to collapse at a Sept. 11 
memorial service. (See Main Stories.) Her aides revealed that 
she’d been diagnosed with pneumonia a few days earlier, a di-
agnosis they initially hid from the public, seemingly out of fear 
it might make the 68-year-old candidate seem weak. But it 
should be no surprise that candidates fall ill on the campaign 
trail, because running for president is an exercise in exhaustion. 
For more than a year, candidates endlessly race back and forth 
across the country: On the busiest day of his 2012 campaign, 
President Obama covered 5,300 miles, making appearances in 
Iowa, Colorado, California, and Nevada. And everywhere the 
nominees go, there are germs. “Candidates spend all day shak-
ing thousands of hands on rope lines, then flying in petri-dish 

planes full of recycled air,” said Dave Wade, a senior strategist 
on John Kerry’s 2004 campaign. “They’re up all night and rise 
at the crack of dawn. They get sick.”

Democracy doesn’t have to be so utterly fatiguing. In the U.K., 
national election campaigns last a mere five weeks. In Can-
ada, they go on for about 10. In Australia, six. Of course, the 
U.S. is a more powerful, populous nation than any of those 
countries. But is there any reason that the electoral season 
couldn’t be compressed? A six-month campaign would surely 
give the electorate plenty of time to size up the candidates, and 
for the candidates to set out their platform and qualifications. 
For voters who are sick and tired of watching would-be presi-
dents and their surrogates repeat the same sound bites for 12-
plus months, and for nominees who are just plain sick and 
tired, a shorter election could be just what the 
 doctor  ordered. 
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What happened 
The physical health of both Hillary 
Clinton and Donald Trump became a 
major campaign issue this week, after 
the Democratic nominee collapsed 
outside a 9/11 memorial ceremony 
and later revealed she had pneumonia. 
Diagnosed with the lung infection last 
Friday, Clinton, 68, initially informed 
only a handful of staffers, and refused 
to alter her campaign schedule. When 
she then fell ill at the 9/11 ceremony in 
New York on Sunday, her aides insisted 
she was just “overheated.” But when a 
video then emerged of Clinton fainting 
as she got into a van while leaving the 
9/11 event, her campaign came clean about her pneumonia diagno-
sis. “Obviously I should have gotten some rest sooner,” said Clin-
ton, who canceled her campaign events Monday through Wednes-
day. “I just didn’t think it was going to be that big a deal.” Her 
campaign released a letter from her doctor saying the candidate is 
“recovering well” from pneumonia, and remains “fit to serve as 
president of the United States.” The doctor also said that Clinton 
has low cholesterol but takes a blood thinner to prevent clots. 
 
Showing unusual restraint, Donald Trump said he hoped Clinton 
would recover. He later went on The Dr. Oz Show to share the re-
sults of a physical he underwent last week. The episode was sched-
uled to air after The Week went to press, but according to audience 
reports, the Republican nominee, 70, produced a letter his doctor 
pronouncing him generally healthy, but overweight. Trump told Oz 
that golf is his only exercise, and that he would like to lose 15 to 
20 pounds. The physical was performed by Dr. Harold Bornstein, 
the gastroenterologist who in an earlier assessment said Trump 
would be “the healthiest individual ever elected to the presidency.”

What the editorials said 
Clinton “already had a transparency problem” before she and her 
staff tried to hide this case of pneumonia, said The Baltimore Sun. 
If she had been open about her diagnosis from the start, it would 
have been a “minor episode,” because pneumonia is a “temporary 
and treatable ailment.” Now she’s reinforced the perception that she 
can’t be trusted. With polls tightening, this “unforced error” was 
“precisely the sort of mistake [she] can’t afford to keep making.” 

Clinton’s health is definitely a legitimate 
“campaign issue,” said The Wall Street 
Journal. At 68, she is “the oldest nomi-
nee in her party’s history.” She has a his-
tory of blood clots, and recently told FBI 
investigators she couldn’t remember some 
security briefings in 2012 because she 
was recovering from a concussion. But 
Trump’s health deserves equal attention, 
especially given the photos of him “work-
ing through a bucket of Kentucky Fried 
Chicken.” Both candidates should release 
detailed and complete medical records, 
not brief summaries from their doctors.

What the columnists said 
Clinton’s collapse was “particularly ill-timed,” said Jonathan Tobin 
in CommentaryMagazine.com. Speculation over her health has 
grown in recent weeks, especially after she had a coughing fit on 
stage. Until now, she has dismissed such chatter as “smears” and 
“conspiracy theories.” Now she’s suffered another setback to her 
credibility—“the last thing her camp needed.”
 
Clinton tried to “soldier on” through pneumonia for a simple 
reason, said Kathleen Parker in The Washington Post. It’s “be-
cause she’s a woman.” Trump has repeatedly called into question 
Clinton’s “stamina,” warning that she isn’t “strong enough to be 
president.” Like so many women who have to work “twice as 
hard to be [considered] as good as a man,” Clinton didn’t want 
to show any signs of weakness. Clinton may be too “secretive,” 
said Jamelle Bouie in Slate.com, but “Trump is unprecedented in 
his contempt for transparency.” He has refused to release his tax 
returns; he hasn’t told voters what he’ll do with his businesses and 
assets if elected, despite real conflicts of interest; and he hasn’t once 
addressed major questions about his charitable foundation. The 
“double standard” is blatant. 
 
The botched pneumonia episode is “a preview of how a sec-
ond Clinton White House would operate,” said Rich Lowry in 
 NationalReview.com. Hillary didn’t want to give “any more fod-
der” to her Republican critics, so she attempted a cover-up. It was 
the “same pattern” with her private email server, Monica Lewin-
sky, and so many other Clinton scandals. Voters have been given 
yet another reminder that “it never pays to trust a Clinton.”
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Clinton leaving her daughter’s apartment: ‘Feeling great.’
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Clinton’s attempt to conceal her pneumonia 

It wasn’t all bad Four visually impaired runners clocked faster times in the 
men’s 1,500 meters final at the Rio de Janeiro Paralympics this 
week than the fully sighted athlete who won gold in the same 
event at last month’s Olympics. Algerian Paralympian Abdel-
latif Baka crossed the finish line in 3 minutes, 48.29 seconds—
setting a new world record and eclipsing U.S. Olympic gold 

medalist Matthew Centro-
witz’s winning time of 3:50. 
Right behind Baka came sil-
ver winner Tamiru Demisse 
of Ethiopia (3:48.59), Kenyan 
bronze medalist Henry 
Kirwa (3:49.59), and Algerian 
Fouad Baka (3:49.84). “It 
wasn’t easy to get this 
gold medal,” says Abdellatif 
Baka. “I’ve been working 
one or two years nonstop.”

Two Chinese orphans and best 
friends have been reunited in 
Texas after 11 months apart. When 
Sharon Sykes and her husband 
adopted their 4-year-old daughter 
Hannah from an orphanage in 
China last year, they realized they 
were taking her away from her 
best chum, 3-year-old Dawson. 
Determined to find Dawson a lov-
ing home, Sykes posted his story 
on Facebook. Amy Clary, who lives 
near Sykes in Plano, saw the mes-
sage and decided to adopt the boy. 
Dawson landed in Dallas last week, 
where an overjoyed Hannah was 
waiting. “They must have hugged 
400 times!” says Clary. 

Most women celebrate their 
bachelorette party with tiaras and 
bottomless booze, but not Jessika 
Baldwin. The Pittsburgh bride-to-be 
said she wanted a more memorable 
event than a night on the town “tak-
ing shots” and “stumbling around,” 
so she decided to give women from 
a local homeless shelter a day of 
pampering. Baldwin and her bridal 
took the residents for haircuts and 
manicures, a shopping spree, and a 
restaurant dinner. “This was just the 
perfect way to celebrate the begin-
ning of a new chapter in my life,” 
said Baldwin. Demisse, Baka, and Kirwa

Illustration by Fred Harper.
Cover photos from AP, Apple, Newscom



What happened 
The first stage of a tentative U.S.-Russia brokered 
peace deal intended to end Syria’s devastating civil war 
went into effect this week, beginning with a seven-day 
cease-fire that appeared to be holding as The Week 
went to press. Under the agreement negotiated by 
Secretary of State John Kerry and Russian Foreign 
Minister Sergei Lavrov, forces loyal to Syrian President 
Bashar al-Assad will stop hitting opposition targets 
in exchange for a cessation of hostilities by rebel 
fighters. The truce does not apply to militant groups 
considered terrorists, including ISIS and the al Qaida 
affiliate Jabhat Fateh al-Sham (JFS). The country’s 
major rebel groups said they supported the deal “with 
harsh reservations,” noting that Assad might use the 
terrorist loophole to target them. Just hours before the 
cease-fire started, the dictator pledged “to retake every piece of land 
from the terrorists”—his blanket term for all opposition fighters.
 
If the truce holds for a week, Russia and the U.S. will carry out 
coordinated airstrikes on ISIS and JFS. Some Pentagon officials ex-
pressed deep reservations about collaborating with Moscow, which 
backs Assad, while the U.S. supports his removal. Kerry sought to 
tamp down the deal’s critics. “Sure, this is less than perfect,” he 
said. “But flawed compared to what? Compared to nothing?” Up 
to 500,000 people have been killed and 11 million displaced in 
Syria’s five-year civil war.

What the columnists said 
It’s an epic understatement to call this deal “a long shot,” said 
Frederic Hof and Faysal Itani in Newsweek.com. The Assad regime 

has a track record of breaking truces, and there are 
no international monitors on the ground to ensure 
it will keep its word this time. Add in the fact that 
the terrorist JFS group is fighting alongside more 
moderate rebels in many places, and you have a 
perfect excuse for Russia and Assad to commit 
cease-fire violations.
 
For the people on the ground, a break in fighting 
“is not nothing,” said Randa Slim in ForeignPolicy 
.com. Just ask the civilians living in devastated 
Aleppo, who are bombed daily by Russian and 
regime planes and are “suffering from starvation 
under sieges imposed by the Syrian army.” As a 
survivor of the 15-year Lebanese civil war, “I can 
attest that even temporary reprieves mean a lot to 

people living in fear of their lives.” 
 
It isn’t in America’s interest for this deal to work out, said Eli Lake 
in Bloomberg.com. If the cease-fire somehow sticks for seven days, 
the next stage would see our intelligence officers sharing “the 
locations of U.S.-backed rebels in Syria with a Russian Air Force 
that has been bombing them for nearly a year.” Russian President 
Vladimir Putin has played a masterful game in Syria. When Mos-
cow first intervened there a year ago, President Obama arrogantly 
predicted that Russia would be sucked into “a quagmire.” Instead, 
Putin’s puppet dictator, Assad, is more powerful than ever, and 
Moscow is in the driver’s seat for any serious negotiations over 
Syria’s political future. Thanks to Obama’s complacency, Russia 
now has “real military power in the Middle East for the first time 
since the 1970s.”

Playing in ruined Aleppo
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Fragile cease-fire takes hold in war-torn Syria
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What happened 
The Obama administration vowed this week to press the United 
Nations for the “strongest possible” sanctions against North 
Korea, after Pyongyang conducted its fifth and most powerful 
test yet of a nuclear weapon. In the days after Kim Jong Un’s 
regime successfully detonated a nuclear warhead underground, 
triggering a magnitude-5.3 seismic event, the United States sent 
two nuclear-capable supersonic bombers streaking over U.S. ally 
South  Korea—a dramatic show of force intended to rattle Pyong-
yang and soothe anxious nerves in Seoul. Analysts estimated 
the warhead’s yield as equivalent to 10 kilotons of TNT, com-
pared with the 15-kiloton atomic bomb dropped on Hiroshima 
in 1945. North Korean defense officials said the warhead was 
designed “to be mounted on strategic ballistic rockets,” stoking 
fears that the notoriously erratic Kim could soon be capable of 
nuclear missile strikes against South Korea and Japan. “Left un-
checked,” says nuclear expert Siegfried Hecker, “Pyongyang will 
likely develop the capability to reach the continental U.S. with a 
nuclear-tipped missile in a decade or so.”
 
President Obama said Pyongyang’s test was “a grave threat” to 
global security and vowed that the United States “does not, and 
never will, accept North Korea as a nuclear state.” The degree to 
which North Korea is now punished depends in part on China, 
North Korea’s main trading partner. Beijing is often at odds with 
Washington over regional security issues but in March backed 
sanctions to undermine Pyongyang’s weapons financing. 

What the columnists said 
“Obama deserves credit” for convincing the U.N. to adopt its 
“most stringent sanctions yet on North Korea,” said Max Boot 
in CommentaryMagazine.com. Problem is, the sanctions “aren’t 
really being enforced.” The stumbling block is China, which 
won’t risk destabilizing Kim’s regime. But we can get tougher 
on Beijing by imposing “secondary sanctions” on Chinese firms 
dealing with North Korea, pressuring them to choke off the cash 
flow that provides Kim and his cronies “with luxury items while 
their people starve.”
 
“North Korea is a textbook example of the sort of country 
where sanctions are just not effective,” said Joshua Keating in 
Slate.com. They work best when regimes “want to be part of 
the international community”—the case with apartheid South 
Africa and, more recently, Iran. But a “totalitarian personality 
cult whose identity is based largely on defiance of the Western 
world” isn’t likely to cave to such punishments. 
 
Still, there are signs “North Korea is interested in dialogue,” said 
Joel Wit in The New York Times. In July, Pyongyang indicated 
Kim might support denuclearization talks, perhaps in a bid to im-
prove his country’s disastrous economy. “No one is naïve enough 
to take these statements at face value”; only through direct talks 
can we be sure Kim is sincere. That’s a task for the next president, 
who will have to act fast: Any window to curb North Korea’s 
nuclear ambitions “may not stay open for long.”

Tensions escalate after North Korean nuclear test



Controversy of the week6 NEWS 

The election: Are Trump’s supporters ‘deplorables’?
Hillary Clinton just “said out loud what our progres-
sive friends have long been thinking,” said Jack Cashill 
in AmericanThinker.com, and it may well “cost her the 
election.” At a star-studded LGBT fundraiser last week 
in Manhattan, Clinton trashed the tens of millions of 
Americans who back her Republican rival Donald 
Trump, saying, “You could put half of Trump’s sup-
porters into what I call the basket of deplorables.” 
These awful Trump people, Clinton continued as 
her audience laughed, are “racist, sexist, homo-
phobic, xenophobic, Islamophobic, you name it.” 
So now we know what this supposed paragon of 
progressive values thinks about Americans who 
don’t share her views on immigration, terrorism, 
and traditional values. She later issued a partial 
apology, said The Wall Street Journal in an edito-
rial, saying she’d been “grossly generalistic” in her use of the term 
“half.” But “basket of deplorables” feels like the kind of gaffe 
that sticks and does real damage, like Mitt Romney complaining 
in 2012 about the “47 percent” of the electorate who will never 
“take personal responsibility” for their lives. 

How is this a scandal? asked Jonathan Chait in NYMag.com. 
For the past year, we’ve seen detailed proof of “the rabid, anti- 
intellectual, nationalistic bigotry of Trump’s hard-core fan base”—
people who punch and kick black and women protesters at rallies 
and shout racial and misogynist epithets. Polls show that huge 
majorities of Trump fans endorsed his vile plan to ban all Muslims 
from entering the U.S. and saw nothing racist in his claim that a 
distinguished Mexican-American federal judge could not fairly pre-
side over his fraud trial. Many also harbor strongly negative views 
about blacks and Mexicans, and 60 percent still buy the disproven 
conspiracy theory that President Obama was born overseas, while 

66 percent consider him a secret Muslim. Is it fair to say that 
“half” of Trump’s supporters are “racists and other ‘deplora-
bles’”? asked Dana Milbank in The Washington Post. Sadly, 
yes. Clinton may even “have lowballed the number.”

That’s not the point, said Jonathan Tobin in Commentary 
Magazine.com. Clinton is running to be president 
of the whole nation, not just of those who support 
her. By saying that half of Trump’s supporters are, 
as she said in the same speech, “irredeemable” in 
their backward thinking, Clin ton showed that if 
elected she’ll govern as a partisan, and “do more 
to promote division and hatred than to bring us 
together.” Clin ton can and should attack Trump 
for his own “deplorable” views, said Dan Balz in 
 Washington Post.com, as well as calling out the 

hateful “alt-right” leaders who support him. But “branding an 
entire class of voters” as bigots does nothing but unify Republicans 
against her, while making “the job of governing all the more dif-
ficult” should she win.

“Clinton isn’t sweating ‘deplorables,’” said Annie Karni in Politico 
.com. Yes, it could have been more artfully phrased, but her advis-
ers think they can “make a virtue” of this incident. If the nation 
now spends a week debating the precise extent to which Trump’s 
campaign is or isn’t overrun with racists and bigots, it will only 
serve to fire up Clinton’s own supporters while giving further pause 
to any moderates who may be mulling a vote for Trump. Besides, 
said Matthew Yglesias in Vox.com, Trump will soon say some-
thing more outrageous than “basket of deplorables” that seizes the 
nation’s attention. In a regular election, Clinton’s comment might 
have hurt her badly, but let’s remember: She’s running against a 
man who is “redefining the concept of a gaffe out of existence.”

Only in America

A  Baptist pastor who 
serves as a high school foot-
ball announcer in Alabama 
resigned after reportedly tell-
ing fans who didn’t stand for 
the national anthem to “line 
up over there by the fence 
and let our military person-
nel take a few shots at you.” 
Pastor Allen Joyner claims he 
was misquoted, but said he 
“overstepped my authority 
as announcer to express my 
patriotic views.”  

A 10-year-old South Caro lina 
student was disciplined for 
wearing a tank top to school 
on a sweltering day and 
forced to put on a jacket. The 
girl’s mother, Alicia Rogers, 
said the principal particularly 
objected to the shirt’s criss-
cross straps in the back. Rog-
ers wants an apology for “the 
humiliation” her daughter felt 
when other students asked 
her “why she was wearing a 
jacket while sweating.” 

Boring but important
Calif. farmers win 
overtime battle

California Gov. Jerry Brown 
signed historic legislation this 
week that will extend overtime 
pay to hundreds of thousands 
of farmworkers, ending an 
80-year fight for equal wage 
protections. Under the bill, the 
current 10-hour-day threshold 
for overtime pay for farmwork-
ers, enacted in 1975, will be 
lowered by half an hour each 
year beginning in 2019 until it 
reaches the eight-hour thresh-
old for other workers by 2022. 
Overtime will also be paid to 
those who work more than 
40 hours in a single week, re-
placing the previous threshold 
of 60 hou rs. About 80 percent 
of farmworkers in the state are 
immigrants. The agricultural 
community argued the law 
would be prohibitively expen-
sive for farm owners already 
struggling with an ongoing 
water crisis. 

The living language, after “YOLO,” an acronym for “you only 
live once,” was officially added to the Oxford English Dictionary. 
Other new entries include “splendiferous,” “gender-fluid,” and 
“moobs,” used to describe unusually large male breasts. 

Faking it, after Microsoft unveiled the LoveBot, a new smart-
phone app that will automatically send messages to significant oth-
ers telling them how much you love them. “It looks 100 percent 
like it’s coming from your account,” developers promised.

The power of incumbency, after a New York state lawmaker 
who was facing fraud charges won the Republican Party primary 
despite having committed suicide four days prior to the election. 
The late Assemblyman Bill Nojay won 60 percent of the vote.

Not returning books, after Alabama officials implemented a 
new policy that will punish borrowers who fail to return library 
materials with up to 30 days in jail. A library official noted that 
$200,000 worth of books and DVDs haven’t come back.  

Crossing the boss, after a study of 261 senior executives in U.S. 
companies revealed that roughly 1 in 5 fits the psychological pro-
file of a psych opath—the same ratio found among prison inmates. 
“Typical psychopaths create a lot of chaos and tend to play people 
off each other,” said study author Nathan Brooks. 

Customer service, after Amtrak responded to a passenger who 
was stuck in one of its elevators seven months ago. “We’re sorry 
to hear that,” the company tweeted in answer to the February SOS 
tweet sent by Amanda Carpenter. “Are you still in the elevator?” 

Good week for:

Bad week for:
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Greensboro, N.C. 
NCAA benches North Carolina: The 
NCAA this week announced it was 
pulling all championship tournament 
games out of North Carolina in response 
to the state’s controversial transgender 
bathroom bill. The law, known as HB2, 
requires people who are transgender 
to use school and government building 
restrooms corresponding to the sex on 
their birth certificate. The NCAA said 
its decision was an attempt to pressure 
North Carolina, which has hosted more 
men’s college basketball tournament 
games than any other state, to become 
more “inclusive.” The move affects not 
just the men’s basketball tournament 
games scheduled in March, but also 
championships for women’s soccer, golf, 
and lacrosse, as well as men’s soccer and 
baseball. A state GOP spokesman called 
the decision “absurd,” adding, “Under 
the NCAA’s logic, colleges should make 
cheerleaders and football players share 
bathrooms, showers, and hotel rooms.” 

Washington, D.C. 
9/11 fight brewing: Congress and 
President Obama appeared to be headed 
for a showdown this week over a bill that 
would allow 9/11 victims’ families to sue 
Saudi Arabia for any role in the 2001 ter-
rorist attacks, after Obama renewed his 
vow to veto the controversial legislation. 
The bill, recently passed by the House and 
Senate, would amend a 1976 law that 
gives foreign nations some immunity from 
lawsuits in U.S. courts. Lawmakers on 
both sides of the aisle argue the law will 
help hold nations that sponsor terrorism 
accountable, but White House spokesman 
Josh Earnest said it would enable other 
countries to “haul U.S. diplomats or U.S. 
service members...into courts all around 
the world.” Obama has until Sept. 23 to 
veto the bill, but congressional aides said 
that in both chambers the measure likely 
has the two-thirds majority required to 
override a veto. It would be the first veto 
override of Obama’s presidency. 

San Francisco 
Kaepernick’s protest 
spreads: A number 

of NFL stars joined 
San Francisco 49ers 
quarterback Colin 
Kaepernick’s symbolic 
demonstration against 

“The Star-Spangled 
Banner” during the 
opening weekend of 

the regular season this week—some kneel-
ing during the national anthem, others rais-
ing their fists in protest. Kaepernick, who 
is biracial, began his silent protest during 
the preseason in order to bring attention 
to police brutality and racial injustice. His 
gesture prompted anger among some NFL 
fans, who argued it disrespected the U.S. 
flag and military. During this week’s open-
ing games, which fell on the 15th anniver-
sary of the Sept. 11 attacks, four players 
from the Miami Dolphins knelt during 
the anthem, while at least six 
other players—from the Tennessee 
Titans, New England Patriots, 
and Kansas City Chiefs—raised 
their fists in solidarity with 
Kaepernick. Players from the 
Seattle Seahawks linked arms 
in a show of unity. 

McLean, Va. 
Powell’s emails leaked: 
Former Secretary of State 
Colin Powell slammed 
Donald Trump as a 
“national disgrace” 
and “international 
pariah” in a series of 
private Gmail mes-
sages released this 
week by hackers connected to Russian 
intelligence. In the emails from June 2014 
to this August and posted on the anony-
mously run website DCLeaks, Powell 
wrote that Trump’s “birther movement 
was racist.” Powell, a retired four-star 
general and a Republican who lives in 
McLean, also turned his anger against 
Democratic nominee Hillary Clinton, 
attacking her for her use of a private 
email server and for her campaign’s 
attempt to use his own email practices 
while secretary of state to justify it. “Sad 

thing...HRC could have killed this 
two years ago by merely telling 

everyone honestly what she 
had done and not tie me into 

it,” he wrote. “Everything HRC 
touches she kind of screws up 
with hubris.” Powell confirmed 

the emails were his, adding, “The 
hackers have a lot more.” 

San Bernardino, Calif. 
New attack details: A harrowing 
report on last year’s San Bernardino 
massacre has revealed the heroism of 

victims and 
police during 
the jihadist 
attack—
including 
the fact that 
three county 
health work-
ers rushed 
gunman Syed 

Rizwan Farook in an attempt to thwart 
the assault, only to be cut down by 
gunfire. Farook and his wife, Tashfeen 
Malik, opened fire with AR-15–style 
assault weapons during a December 
party at the Inland Regional Center, kill-
ing 14 people and wounding 24. The 
Police Foundation and Department of 
Justice report describes how in the initial 
response, a San Bernardino detective, 
patrol officer, motorcycle officer, and staff 
lieutenant on his lunch break—all armed 
only with handguns—attempted their 
own charge. “I felt so naked, because we 
didn’t have cover,” said one. The shooters 
had already fled. As the officers entered 
the building, the site “looked like a bomb 
had gone off,” the report stated. “Bodies 
were strewn across the floor.”

Fort Pierce, Fla. 
Mosque attack: Florida police were 
hunting this week for a suspected arson-
ist who set 
fire to the 
mosque 
where 
Orlando 
shooter 
Omar 
Mateen wor-
shipped. In 
surveillance 
video released by investigators, what 
appears to be a white or Hispanic male 
is seen arriving at the Islamic Center of 
Fort Pierce on a motorcycle in the early 
hours of the Muslim holiday Eid-al-
Adha with a bottle of liquid and papers 
in his hand. A flash of light is seen, then 
the man runs from the building while 
shaking his hand. “We’re not sure,” 
said St. Lucie County Sheriff’s Maj. 
David Thompson, “but it’s possible he 
sustained burns on that hand.” Mateen, 
who lived in Fort Pierce and was known 
to worship at the mosque, killed 49 peo-
ple at Orlando’s Pulse nightclub in June 
in a jihadist attack. He was killed during 
the massacre in a shoot-out with police. A
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The world at a glance ...8 NEWS 

Hamburg, Germany 
ISIS sleeper cell? German police have arrested 
three Syrian refugees on suspicion of being 
members of ISIS. The three—two Syrian teen-
agers and one man in his 20s—came to Ger-
many last November as part of the wave of 
refugees seeking sanctuary in Europe. Officials 
said the men had been under surveillance for 
months and were in possession of “extensive 
material” linking them to a planned attack. 
They are believed to have been sent to Europe 
by the same ISIS operatives that sent some of the terrorists who 
attacked Paris last November, killing 130 people. “It is wrong to 
place all refugees under suspicion,” said Interior Minister Thomas 
de Maizière. “But there are refugees with terrorist sympathies.”

Brasília  
Another head rolls: The politician 
who engineered the impeachment 
of former President Dilma Rousseff 
has been expelled from Brazil’s Congress. 
Former House Speaker Eduardo Cunha 
was stripped of his seat this week in a 450-10 vote for lying about 
his secret Swiss bank accounts. Cunha is accused of taking mil-
lions of dollars in kickbacks from companies that got government 
contracts. Now that he has lost congressional immunity from pros-
ecution, he is facing possible arrest on charges of perjury and cor-
ruption. “This shows that Brazil will no longer tolerate a politician 
who turned Congress into a marketplace for bribes and favors,” 
said Rubens Bueno, a lawmaker from the Popular Socialist Party. 
Cunha has threatened to tell all in a plea bargain that could impli-
cate many leading politicians. More than half the members of 
Congress are under investigation for corruption. 

Caracas 
Hunger isn’t funny: President Nicolás Maduro’s attempt to joke 
about the chronic food shortages in his country has backfired. 
During a nationally televised speech this week, Maduro asked 
an audience member why he was so skinny, and one woman 
shouted out “the Maduro diet”—a common phrase among 
increasingly hungry Venezuelans. “The Maduro diet, that’s the 

one that makes you hard,” the 
president replied. “You won’t 
need Viagra now.” Social media 
erupted in condemnation of the 
joke. Malnutrition is rising in 
Venezuela, where more than 
half the population now report 
skipping meals because they 
can’t afford food. Economists 
blame the shortages on govern-
ment price controls.

Celaya, Mexico 
March against gay marriage: Tens of thousands of people in cities 
across Mexico demonstrated this week against President Enrique 
Peña Nieto’s proposal to legalize same-sex marriage. “The purpose 
is to defend the family,” said Marco Tulio Mendoza, director of 
the National Front for the Family, which organized the marches. 
Gay marriage is legal in Mexico City and nine of the country’s 
31 states, and last year the Mexican Supreme Court ruled that 
state bans on same-sex marriage are unconstitutional. But the 
states must pass new laws invalidating those bans, and some refuse 
to do so. More than 80 percent of Mexicans are Catholic, and 
some church leaders urged congregants to join the protests. 

Diyarbakir, Turkey 
Kurdish politicians purged: Turkish President Recep Tayyip 
Erdogan has used the sweeping emergency powers granted 
to him after July’s failed military coup to remove 24 dem-
ocratically elected mayors of Kurdish towns in southeast-
ern Turkey. Erdogan said the mayors, who are members 
of the pro-Kurdish HDP party, were providing support 
to the banned Kurdish militant group PKK. The gov-
ernment also fired 11,000 teachers in the southeast, 
saying they, too, had ties to the PKK separatists. These dismissals 
amount to “an open declaration of political war against Kurdish 
citizens,” said Soli Ozel, a political scientist at Istanbul’s Kadir Has 
University. The HDP, which is the third-largest party in Turkey’s 
legislature, called the removals an “administrative coup.” 

Paris 
Notre Dame plot: Another ISIS-
directed plot against Paris was 
foiled last week when police 
arrested three women who alleg-
edly planned to blow up a car 
near Notre Dame Cathedral. Inès 
Madani, 19, Sarah Hervouet, 
23, and Amel Sakaou, 39, were 
charged with terrorist offenses 

after they brought a car filled with cooking-gas canisters and bot-
tles of gasoline into a busy tourist district. During the trio’s arrest, 
Hervouet stabbed a police officer and Madani was shot in the leg 
while charging another officer. Police said several other members 
of a suspected terrorist cell were also arrested; ISIS commanders in 
Syria were allegedly directing the group. Prime Minister Manuel 
Valls said authorities were detecting plots “every day” and track-
ing 15,000 suspected radical Islamists. “There will be new 
attacks,” he said. “More innocent people will die.” 
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Moscow
Hackers target U.S. Olympians: Hackers affiliated with the 
Russian government have broken into World Anti-Doping Agency 
computers and leaked the medical files of U.S. Olympic stars. 
The Fancy Bear hacking group released information this week 
on American athletes, including tennis players Serena and Venus 
Williams and four-time gymnastics gold medalist Simone Biles. 
Most of the leaked documents relate to “therapeutic use exemp-
tions,” in which WADA allows athletes to take banned substances 
if they are medically necessary. The documents allege that Serena 
Williams was granted permission to treat muscle injuries with 
anti-inflammatories, and that Biles used Ritalin to treat her 
ADHD. The hack is seen as retaliation for the banning of many 
Russian athletes from this year’s Rio de Janeiro Olympics, includ-
ing most of the track-and-field team, after evidence emerged of a 
government-sponsored doping scheme. 

Tripoli, Libya
Chemical weapons removed: An international operation to 
remove chemical weapons materials from areas of Libya over-
run by ISIS has concluded successfully. The effort began in May, 
when ISIS militants came within a mile of Libya’s last remaining 
chemical weapons storage site—a remote desert facility built by 
former dictator Muammar al-Qaddafi where 500 tons of mustard 
gas ingredients were leaking out of corroded canisters. The U.S., 

Canada, and European countries 
worked with Libya’s shaky unity 
government to quietly load the 
chemicals onto a Danish ship 
and send them to Ger many for 
destruction. “It was in the inter-
est of all Libyans to get these 
chemicals out of Libya,” said 
Libyan diplomat Ali Gebril.

Juba, South Sudan
Suing Clooney: South Sudan’s government says it will take legal 
action against actor George Clooney’s watchdog group, the Sentry, 
which has accused the nation’s leaders of war profiteering and 
corruption. In a report last week, the group showed evidence that 
President Salva Kiir, opposition leader Riek Machar, and their cro-
nies had looted state coffers and bought themselves 
mansions and fancy cars and taken lucrative stakes 
in oil projects. It presented the South Sudanese 
civil war as essentially a fight between rival 
gangs for control of state resources, and it 
called on international financial institutions 
to refuse to deal with corrupt officials. “You 
can’t shame war criminals,” Clooney said. 
“You can shame people in the international 
community: banks and bankers, lawyers.” 

Troynoy Island, Russia
Besieged by polar bears: Five Russian meteorol-
ogists were trapped for two weeks on a remote 
island in the Arctic Ocean as a dozen hungry 
polar bears surrounded their weather station. 
The bears usually leave the Izvestiy Tsik 
Islands in the summer, but this year 
they were stranded there because of a 
rapid ice melt. With no available food 
on Troynoy Island, the bears headed to 
the base, and one female took to sleep-
ing beneath the station’s windows. The scientists used up all their 
flares trying to frighten off the bears, which killed and ate one 
of their two guard dogs. After it became clear that the weather 
service couldn’t resupply the station for weeks, a Russian research 
ship diverted course to help. It sent a helicopter to buzz the area 
and frighten away the bears and then dropped off flares and dogs. 

Mecca
A smaller Hajj: Saudi Arabian busi-
nesses are not getting the boom 
they expected from this year’s Hajj. 
Roughly a third fewer people have 
traveled to Mecca and Medina for 
the annual Islamic pilgrimage—
which all Muslims are expected 
to undertake at least once in their 
life—and those who did come are 
spending less. One reason for the drop is a boycott from Iran, 
which blamed Saudi authorities for a stampede last year that 
killed more than 2,000 people, many of them Iranian Shiites. 
The ongoing war in Syria is another factor, as is the slump in 
oil prices, which has left many Arabs with less spending money. 
Saudi officials said Hajj-related business had dropped by half 
compared with last year. About 1.85 million pilgrims came this 
year, down from nearly 3 million a few years ago.

Manila
Americans out: Philippine President Rodrigo Duterte is yank-
ing his country away from its closest ally, the U.S. Duterte this 
week asked U.S. military advisers to leave the southern island of 
Mindanao, where they have been training Filipino troops fight-
ing an Islamic insurgency. He blamed the insurgency on lingering 
resentment over the killing of Muslims by U.S. colonial soldiers 
more than a century ago, saying, “For as long as we stay with 
America, we will never have peace in that land.” He also ordered 
his military to start buying weapons and supplies from Russia 
and China instead of the U.S., and demanded a halt to joint U.S.-
Philippine patrols of the South China Sea. 
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McEwan’s paranoia 
Ian McEwan writes novels for one reason alone, 
said Decca Aitkenhead in The Guardian (U.K.). 
“Ah, the dopamine moment is finishing them,” 
he says. “It’s, you know, when you’re thinking 
you’ve got it to where you wanted it to be.” The 
British author sees everything else—the sales, the 
acclaim, the literary legacy—as a side issue. He 
finds publicity tours especially torturous. “I start 

out all right. But then you get a bit tired of your own voice. And 
then this feeling begins to creep in. You begin to feel a bit like a 
brush salesman of old, selling encyclopedias or double glazing. It’s 
a certain kind of self-loathing.” McEwan, 68, sometimes finds him-
self descending into paranoia. His biggest fear? Getting shot at a 
public signing. “Someone’s going to come up, especially in the U.S., 
shooting at my chest,” he says. “It would be quite easy. It has often 
crossed my mind, especially after there has been some kind of mass 
shooting.” Sometimes, McEwan admits, he panics when people 
approach him. “I think, ‘Uh-oh, where’s the guard?’ Some glower-
ing, frowning guy who’s somewhat overweight shambles up to the 
table, and you think, yes, he’s got something on his mind. And he 
turns out to be utterly charming. I always get those wrong.”

Life as a restaurant critic 
Pete Wells knows how much power he wields, said Ian Parker 
in The New Yorker. As The New York Times’ restaurant critic, 
he can make or break an establishment with a single review. 
Restaurants are always looking out for him; when he’s recognized, 
everything changes. Staff are more attentive—not just to him, but 
also to the surrounding tables. His meals often take much longer 
than other diners’, as dishes are made over and over again until 
they’re perfect. And if the head chef isn’t there, he or she will 
be rushed in to oversee each course. Yet the restaurants never 
acknowledge Wells’ identity, nor does he acknowledge he’s been 
recognized. “I’m very reluctant to break the fourth wall,” he says. 
“I wish there was some subtle way to say, ‘Don’t worry!’ [But] I 
can’t honestly say that. Because sometimes they should worry.” 
Wells, 53, dislikes writing scathing reviews. “I’m looking for places 
I can be enthusiastic about. Like a golden retriever, I would like to 
drop a ball at the feet of the reader every week and say, ‘Here!’” 
But when somewhere fancy falls short, he doesn’t hold back—
which is why he never gets too close to restaurateurs. “The danger 
is getting friendly with people you should feel free to destroy,” he 
says. “That’s not really the word, but you get the idea. People you 
should feel free to savage, when you have to.”

Ellen Burstyn has always had grit, said Tom Shone in The Daily 
Telegraph (U.K.). The 83-year-old actress grew up in Depression-
era Detroit with a glamorous, hard-drinking mother who verbally 
and physically abused her. “If it were now, I would have gone to a 
police station, but there were no laws then,” she says. “There was 
no such thing as child abuse. Parents owned their children. They 
could do whatever they wanted. I wanted out of there, and I got out 
on the day I was legally able to. I was just dying to get out in the 
world.” Burstyn jumped on a bus to New York, taking just two suit-
cases and $3, and built a career as an acclaimed character actress. 
She remains fascinated by the idea of being someone else—so 
much so that she once spent three days sleeping in a cardboard 
box on the streets of New York, like a homeless person, to see 
how it felt. “I went up to a restaurant with outside tables where 
there were two women eating. I said, ‘Excuse me, but I have to 
take a subway and I have no money. Can you spare a dollar?’ One 
of them reached into her pocket and gave me a dollar. As I walked 
away I felt really proud that I had gotten that. Yet I felt tears stream-
ing down my face. Why? It was because she hadn’t looked at me.”
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Burstyn’s tough upbringing

Katie Holmes won’t confirm 
her long-rumored romance 
with Jamie Foxx because 
she doesn’t want to lose 
$5 million from her 

2012 divorce settlement with Tom Cruise, 
RadarOnline.com reports. Holmes, 37, who 
also received $4.8 million in child support for 
daughter Suri, 10, signed a clause preventing 
her from “publicly dating another man for 
five years,” a source told the website. “She’s 
allowed to date, but she cannot do so in a 
public fashion, and she’s not supposed to 
let any boyfriend near their daughter.” Still, 
Holmes’ relationship with Foxx, 48, is one 
of Hollywood’s worst-kept  secrets— insiders 
say they’ve been involved since 2013. Last 

month in New York City, Holmes openly 
cheered the Django Unchained star when 
he joined Barbra Streisand onstage to sing 
“Climb Ev’ry Mountain”; afterward, she 

visited him in his dressing room. “They 
figured it wasn’t a violation of the public 
rule because security prevented photos,” 

the source says. “They were so discreet.” 

New Jersey Sen. Cory Booker is dating 
artist and poet Cleo Wade. The rising Demo-
cratic star, 47, was seen with the 28-year-old 
Wade last week at a Brooklyn party thrown 
by fashion site Refinery29.com. “They were 
holding hands through the different rooms 
and looked very much like a couple,” an on-
looker told the New York Post. “He was shak-
ing hands with people who were coming up 
to him, and she was being very friendly with 
everyone.” Wade, once linked to Twilight 

heartthrob Robert Pattinson, collaborated on 
an installation displayed at the bash.

 Protesters marred disgraced swimmer 
Ryan Lochte’s debut on Dancing with the 
Stars. Two men rushed the stage, shout-
ing insults, before security grabbed them 
and led them away. The men were wear-
ing T-shirts with Lochte’s name and a “no” 
symbol crossing it out, and witnesses said 
they yelled, “He’s a liar!” A group of women 
in the audience also wearing the T-shirts then 
stood up, shouted “Liar!” and were also 
led away. The TV audience missed most of 
it, because the show cut to a commercial. 
Lochte, who has been suspended from U.S. 
swimming for 10 months for falsely claiming 
he was robbed at gunpoint in Rio de Janeiro, 
said he felt as if “someone reached inside 
and ripped my heart out and stepped on it.” 
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Why are private companies 
in the space business? 
To fill a void left by a downsized NASA. 
The space agency’s funding has declined 
from a high of 4.4 percent of the federal 
budget in 1966 to about 0.5 percent 
today, so its ambitions have been signifi-
cantly downsized, too. That’s led several 
wealthy entrepreneurs to step forward 
and invest hundreds of millions of dollars 
in private companies dedicated to serious 
space exploration and research, as well 
as space tourism and other commercial 
ventures. Leading the charge are Amazon 
founder Jeff Bezos and Tesla CEO Elon 
Musk, who have developed a fierce 
rivalry [see box] reminiscent of the U.S.-Soviet space race. Bezos 
started his spaceflight company, Blue Origin, with the goal of hav-
ing “millions of people living and working in space,” and hopes to 
launch space tourists into orbit as soon as 2018. Musk’s startup, 
SpaceX, has been sending up huge (some 15 stories high) Falcon 9 
booster rockets to launch satellites into orbit and ferry NASA 
cargo to and from the International Space Station. But his eyes 
are on Mars. Musk vows to send an unmanned capsule within 
two years to begin conducting experiments on the Red Planet and 
lay the groundwork for landing humans there by 2025. “This is 
not about sending a few people to Mars,” Musk says, but about 
enabling “the creation of a self-sustaining city with the objective of 
being a multi-planet species.”
 
What have they achieved so far? 
The two companies have had successes and setbacks. Bezos 
and Musk both made history last year by launching computer-
controlled booster rockets that re-landed on Earth—something 
even NASA has never achieved. It’s a potentially game-changing 
development. Until now, boosters have always separated from 
their payloads and plummeted into the sea, discarded after a 
single launch. Bringing them back safely suggests the $90 million 
rockets can be reused for subsequent missions, substantially lower-
ing costs. But earlier this month, Musk’s company suffered a high-
profile disaster.

What happened? 
On Sept. 1, a Falcon 9 exploded on its 
Cape Canaveral launchpad just before 
a routine engine-firing test; the cause 
hasn’t been determined. No one was 
injured in the blast, but it destroyed the 
rocket’s cargo: Facebook’s $200 million 
Amos-6 satellite, designed to provide 
internet service to the developing world. 
It wasn’t Musk’s first mishap. In June 
2015, a SpaceX rocket bound for the 
Space Station disintegrated after liftoff; 
this past January, another one tipped 
over and exploded while attempt-
ing to re-land on a floating barge in 
the Pacific. “This will definitely hurt 
their business,” George Washington 
University space policy expert John 
Logsdon says. Still, “we didn’t stop 

going to the moon when we had early 
problems with Apollo.”
 
Who else is competing in space? 
Another “astropreneur” is Microsoft 
co-founder and space enthusiast Paul 
Allen, who is bankrolling the design 
of the largest plane ever built—with 
a wingspan of 385 feet—to use as an 
aerial launchpad for satellites and space-
craft. British magnate Richard Branson 
is the leading apostle of space tourism, 
who bills his Virgin Galactic company 
as “the world’s first commercial space-
line.” When Branson developed an 
eight-passenger “spaceplane”—dubbed 

SpaceShipTwo—some 700 people paid up to $250,000 in advance 
to book future flights. But a 2014 test crash destroyed the only 
existing spacecraft, killing the pilot and prompting a shaken 
Branson to suspend operations. He’s now back in the game, rigor-
ously testing a new spaceplane nicknamed Unity.

Is space travel safe for civilians? 
No one yet knows. For that reason, there is a heated debate over 
whether private space flight should be tightly regulated. The 
Republican-led Congress has essentially granted the new industry 
a grace period while it works through its growing pains. Last year 
lawmakers passed the Space Act, which restricts the FAA from 
regulating private space companies until at least 2024. “Everybody 
is walking into unknown territory, and it’s difficult to regulate 
something you don’t understand fully,” says Michael Listner of 
the think tank Space Law and Policy Solutions. Skeptics think that 
approach is foolish and irresponsible. “When the inevitable acci-
dent with significant loss of life occurs,” says Rep. Eddie Bernice 
Johnson (D-Texas), “the American public will look back on what 
we are doing today and ask how we could be so shortsighted.”
 
Who’s winning the private space race? 
Musk “is far and away in the lead right now in private rocket 
development,” says former NASA astronaut Jeffrey Hoffman. 

SpaceX rockets regularly reach 
orbital space—Bezos hasn’t made 
that giant leap, which requires far 
more power and sophistication than 
his straight up, straight down New 
Shepards have shown. By year’s 
end, Musk hopes to unveil Falcon 
Heavy, his most massive booster 
rocket yet, designed to launch cap-
sules to Mars. But Bezos is working 
to catch up—in June, Seattle-based 
Blue Origin broke ground on a new 
reusable-rocket factory in Florida. 
Unlike Musk, he dreams not just of 
landing people on Mars, but also 
of relocating energy-intensive heavy 
industry there. His goal: “to save 
Earth” from pollution and global 
warming. Eventually, Bezos predicts, 
“Earth will be zoned residential and 
light industrial.”

Briefing NEWS 11

Bezos’ New Shepard booster: Reusable

The great billionaire space race
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A very personal competition 
In true 21st-century fashion, the Musk-Bezos 

rivalry sometimes devolves into Twitter trash 

talk. After Bezos sent a New Shepard into space 

and re-landed it, he used his first-ever tweet 

to boast: “The rarest of beasts, a used rocket.” 

Musk shot back, “not quite the rarest,” pointing 

out that SpaceX had already landed rockets after 

short test flights. When Musk later re-landed his 

own booster rocket, Bezos tweeted “Welcome to 

the club!”—widely seen as a backhanded com-

pliment. Musk fumed, noting that unlike Bezos’ 

New Shepard, his Falcon 9 is powerful enough 

to orbit Earth. But as the moguls struggle to 

get their large ambitions off the ground, they 

may be developing a grudging appreciation for 

each other’s efforts. “Impressive launch!” Bezos 

tweeted, sans snark, after a more recent SpaceX 

effort. Musk simply replied, “Thanks Jeff.”

Elon Musk, Jeff Bezos, and other rich entrepreneurs are competing to open a new frontier of privately funded space travel.
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A Philadelphia woman was 
stunned when a 5-pound 
catfish fell from the sky 
and smacked her square in 
the face. Lisa Lobree was 
walking through a city park 
when she heard a rustling in 
the trees above her and was 
struck by the 16-inch fish, 
which witnesses said was 
dropped by a passing hawk. 
Lobree suffered a small cut 
to the face and a lingering 
fishy odor. “I smelled so 
bad afterward,” she said. “I 
smelled disgusting.” Lobree 
added that she’s a keen an-
gler, but in decades of fish-
ing, “it was the first catfish 
that my face caught.”

A British carpenter and 
naturist has been arrest-
ed after he shocked his 
neighbors by renovat-
ing his house in the 
buff. Robert Jenner, 
42, has been a natur-
ist since 1999, but 
his neighbors only 
discovered his pas-
sion when he began 
fixing the outside of 
his home while wear-
ing nothing but work 
boots. After they 
called police, he 
was charged with threaten-
ing behavior. But not all Jen-
ner’s neighbors are offended 
by his nude workmanship. 
“I’ve got a husband, sons, 
and grandchildren, so maybe 
that’s why it doesn’t shock 
me,” said one. “Plus he’s not 
a bad-looking chap.”

A Kansas man allegedly 
robbed a bank at gunpoint 
because he preferred being 
in jail to going home to his 
wife. Police said that after 
Larry Ripple, 70, stole nearly 
$3,000 from a Kansas City 
branch, he sat down in the 
bank’s lobby and told a 
security guard, “I’m the guy 
you’re looking for.” Police 
said Ripple confessed that 
he’d argued with his wife 
earlier that day, telling her 
“he’d rather be in jail than at 
home.” He was charged with 
bank robbery and  released. 
It’s not known if Ripple re-
turned home to his wife. 

It must be true...
I read it in the tabloids

Donald Trump has gotten plenty of negative media coverage, said Paul 
Waldman, but it’s been focused “mostly on the crazy things he says on 
any given day.” His antics have obscured the mind-boggling amount of 
“corruption, double-dealing, and fraud” associated with Trump’s busi-
nesses and his charitable foundation. While Hillary Clinton has been 
taking a daily beating over the Clinton Foundation, it was quietly re-
ported last week that the Donald J. Trump Foundation made an illegal, 
$25,000 political contribution to Florida Attorney General Pam Bondi. 
After she cashed the check, Bondi decided not to pursue allegations that 
Trump University had defrauded its Floridian students. That should 
be “enormous news.” But it wasn’t. Neither was a story revealing that 
Trump’s modeling agency used underpaid foreign women to work ille-
gally in the U.S. Another stunner: A new Washington Post investigation 
found that the Trump Foundation doesn’t operate as a typical charity 
at all, and that Trump solicits donations from third parties that he then 
pretends to make from his own pocket. He even used foundation funds 
to buy a $20,000 painting—of himself. Trump gets lots of criticism for 
what he says, but he “is still being let off the hook” for what he’s done. 

“You don’t vote?” Nothing wrong with that, said Jeff Jacoby. Tens of 
millions of Americans don’t cast ballots in our national elections, and 
they generally have a good reason for abstaining. Voting is like owning 
a gun or attending a church or pledging loyalty to a candidate or party; 
the Constitution guarantees that you have a right to do these things, but 
it also guarantees your right “not to do these things.” Personally, “I like 
the communal spirit of voting” and see it as an act of faith in democracy. 
I also give a lot of time and thought to candidates and policy. But lots 
of Americans find politics and government repugnant, and don’t follow 
news coverage of campaigns. Whatever the reason, they’re uninformed. 
So “why hector them to vote?” This is not a partisan issue. In his lat-
est book, former NBA superstar Kareem Abdul-Jabbar—now a liberal 
 commentator—says that when we pressure low-information voters to 
cast ballots, “we’re diluting the democratic process, by bringing out 
those who are easily manipulated.” Right he is. “Even if do-gooders, 
busybodies, and community organizers” insist that everyone should vote, 
“staying away from the polls is a legitimate option. ”

“Libertarian candidate Gary Johnson is a charming person with interest-
ing ideas, and he’s unfit for the presidency,” said Melissa Warnke. The 
former New Mexico governor made his inadequacy abundantly clear 
on Morning Joe last week when he responded to a question by ask-
ing, “What is Aleppo?” The answer, as any credible candidate would 
know, is that Aleppo is Syria’s largest city—a hellscape that has become 
an international symbol of the civil war that has killed 500,000 people 
and sent millions of refugees flooding into Europe. Johnson’s subse-
quent apology—“I’m incredibly frustrated with myself. I have to get 
smarter”—showed refreshing humility, especially compared with Donald 
Trump’s arrogant bravado and Hillary Clinton’s calculated dodging. But 
Johnson’s “oops” moment suggests he’s a guy who hasn’t thought that 
deeply about anything, including the vulnerabilities of the libertarian 
philosophy he espouses. His radical tax plan would eliminate both the 
income and corporate tax altogether, replacing them with a consump-
tion tax. Economists say it would massively shift the tax burden from 
the rich downward, to which Johnson shrugs and replies, “Well, we may 
have a difference of opinion.” Johnson is a nice guy, but he provides “no 
viable escape hatch” from the choice between Trump and Clinton.
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“Distrustful politicians [like Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton] were nomi-
nated by an increasingly distrustful nation. A generation ago, about half of all 

Americans felt they could trust the people around them, but now less than a third think other people 
are trustworthy. Only about 19 percent of Millennials believe other people can be trusted. Across all 
age groups, there is a rising culture of paranoia and conspiracy mongering, and a surge of unmer-
ited cynicism. We set out a decade ago to democratize the Middle East, but we’ve ended up Middle 
Easternizing our democracy.” David Brooks in The New York Times 
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NETHERLANDS
Segregation in Dutch schools “is not going 
away,” said Orhan Agirdag and Michael Merry. 
Most children from minority groups, primarily 
of Moroccan, Turkish, or Surinamese origin, go 
to what we call “black schools”—schools where 
more than 60 percent of the students are chil-
dren of color. That’s partly because of a history 
of white flight from immigrant neighborhoods. 
But it’s mostly because parents have freedom of 
school choice here, and “the color of a school 
seems to play a very important role in the selec-
tion process,” at least for white Dutch parents. 
Immigrant parents who don’t speak Dutch or 
are unfamiliar with the system often aren’t even 

aware they could send their children to a school 
outside their neighborhood. Given this reality, 
the Dutch government needs to do a better job 
teaching the children in the high-minority schools. 
The curriculum at black schools is almost en-
tirely Eurocentric. Even the languages taught are 
European. Children who arrive fluent in Arabic 
or Turkish aren’t seen as multilingual, the way 
a French immigrant would be, but rather as at 
a disadvantage for “language delay.” Speaking 
another language gives them “less cultural capital, 
not more.” The solution is to hire more teachers 
of color and emphasize diversity in the curricu-
lum. “Even white schools” could benefit. 

Austria has lost its reputation for competence, said 
Rainer Nowak. We used to be seen as “boring but 
functional,” but now we can’t even hold a presi-
dential election properly. The first time we staged 
the runoff between leftist Alexander Van Der Bel-
len and far-right candidate Norbert Hofer, in May, 
the vote was so close it came down to the absentee 
ballots. Van Der Bellen won by a razor-thin mar-
gin of 30,000 votes in a land of 8.5 mil lion. But 
Hofer’s supporters argued that the absentee ballots 
were mishandled, so the high court ordered a new 
vote, scheduled for early October. Now, though, 
there’s yet another glitch. The new absentee ballots 

were printed up on folding cards with faulty glue 
strips that come unstuck in the mail, and hundreds 
of damaged ballot papers have been reported. This 
is “an incredible embarrassment for the govern-
ment, for politics, for the whole country.” The 
election will now likely have to be postponed—
or maybe we should scrap it altogether, seeing as 
we’ve been muddling along just fine for months 
without a head of state. In the future, we should 
consider bringing in electronic voting instead of 
messing with paper and glue. Although, “given the 
level of amateurism” in electoral oversight, maybe 
computers would be too complex for us. 
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“Spain is adrift without a gov-
ernment,” said TheSpainReport 
.com in an editorial. We have 
had a caretaker government for 
nine months because the past 
two elections, in December 2015 
and this June, failed to produce a 
clear winner. Both times, the con-
servative People’s Party won the 
most votes—about 30  percent—
but nowhere near a majority. 
And both times, the PP’s leader, 
incumbent acting Prime Min-
ister Mariano Rajoy, failed to 
form a coalition. The Socialists, 
led by Pedro Sánchez, came in 
second but absolutely refuse to support a PP-led government 
and have been unable to form their own ruling coalition with 
smaller extreme-left and regional parties. No one is willing to 
negotiate: Ahead of the June election, “everyone said they would 
not budge, and in the end, everyone did, in fact, not budge.” To 
make matters worse, Rajoy lost a parliamentary vote of confi-
dence on Aug. 31. The constitution sets out a specific timetable 
for elections, so if the legislature can’t muster a majority behind 
one prime minister by the end of October, a third election will 
have to be held on Christmas Day, when turnout is likely to be 
extremely low.

The problem is that the two party leaders hate each other, said 
Luis María Anson in El Mundo. Rajoy believes that since his party 
got the most votes, he should be prime minister, and only the 
“vanity” of Sánchez is standing in his way. Sánchez, for his part, 

says that since “most people 
voted for change,” anyone but 
Rajoy would do. We’re in this 
situation because nearly half 
the voters rejected both the PP 
and the Socialists, said José 
María Carrascal in ABC. For 
decades, we effectively had a 
two-party system, which meant 
coalitions weren’t needed to 
rule. But two smaller parties led 
by 30-somethings have recently 
stolen a chunk of the old giants’ 
vote share: the leftist Podemos, 
“basically communism with a 
hippie touch,” and the Citizens 

party, “a typical neoliberal European party” that favors tax cuts 
and less government. We now have four main parties, and “they 
are incapable of reaching an understanding.”

Another election won’t change things, said Jorge de Esteban in 
El Mundo. Polls show that Spaniards would vote almost the 
same way they did last time: 33 percent for the right-wing Peo-
ple’s Party, 13 percent for the center-right Citizens, 23 percent 
for the center-left Socialists, 21 percent for the far-left Podemos, 
and 10 percent for other small parties. If members of the legisla-
ture could vote for prime minister by secret ballot, as they do in 
Germany, Rajoy would probably win. But as it is, the only way 
to avoid another election is the “patriotic resignation of Rajoy” 
to make way for another PP candidate that Sánchez might be 
willing to support. After overseeing nine months of deadlock, 
quitting is the most statesmanlike thing Rajoy could do. 
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RUSSIA

VENEZUELA

It’s impossible to defeat President Vladimir Putin 
through the ballot box, said Garry Kasparov. Later 
this month, Russia will have “its so-called legisla-
tive elections,” choosing members of the rubber-
stamp parliament known as the State Duma. But 
Russia is not a real democracy. Voting is merely 
“an imitative mechanism intended to give the ap-
pearance of legitimacy to the regime.” Sadly, some 
members of the political opposition still don’t un-
derstand this basic truth. They persist in running 
for office, “pretending not to understand that by 
doing so they are playing into the Kremlin’s hands, 
willingly or not.” Their presence in the political 

process dupes Russians into believing they have 
agency, that they have some say in how they are 
ruled. But Russians have none. The media is almost 
entirely state-controlled. Independent journalists 
have been killed, and ordinary citizens are jailed 
“for thought crimes such as liking posts on social 
media.” This election has a new wrinkle: It will in-
clude ballots cast on stolen territory, Crimea, with 
the vote “used as a tool to legitimize annexation.” 
The Duma has no power; its role is to give Putin 
“a pseudo-democratic façade behind which hides 
the totalitarian essence of the regime.” Those who 
truly oppose Putin must not participate in the farce. 

Venezuelans have lost their capacity for out-
rage, said Francisco Toro. Our highest court, the 
Supreme Tribunal, just ruled “that everything 
the opposition-controlled National Assembly 
has done, does, and will do was, is, and will be 
 unconstitutional”— effectively disenfranchising 
the entire country. It ought to be a massive politi-
cal crisis that the will of the electorate, two-thirds 
of whom voted for the opposition in legisla-
tive elections last December, has been undone 
“by a gaggle of partisan hacks.” Yet the nation 
“mostly yawned.” Nobody really believes the 
Supreme Tribunal has any legitimacy. After the op-

position’s resounding win last winter, the outgoing 
leftist legislature sought to cripple the new chamber 
by stacking the high court with justices loyal to 
their boss, President Nicolás Maduro. Then those 
new justices tried to kill the opposition’s majority 
by refusing to let three legislators take office, claim-
ing with no evidence that there was fraud in their 
elections. The assembly seated the three anyway, 
and now the court wants to void its every law. But 
the Tribunal’s “unembarrassed partisanship and 
unfailing hackishness have destroyed its standing.” 
We just roll our eyes at “the nth temper tantrum 
from people who know they’re on their way out.”A
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North Korea seems to have achieved 
“a level of technology on par with the 
nuclear powers of the world,” said The 
Hankyoreh (South Korea) in an edito-
rial. Our northern neighbor claimed 
that it had conducted its fifth and most 
powerful nuclear test last week, success-
fully detonating a nuclear warhead that 
could be mounted on a ballistic missile 
“at will.” The announcement came just 
hours after the U.S. Geological Survey 
detected a magnitude-5.3 earthquake 
near North Korea’s underground nuclear 
test site—a stronger tremor than those 
set off by the regime’s previous tests. 
The response from the international community was swift and 
strong. The South Korean Defense Ministry said it has prepared 
plans to take out North Korean missile sites and flatten the 
capital, Pyongyang, with artillery and ballistic missiles if the 
North shows any signs that it might fire a nuclear weapon. The 
U.S. flew B-1 bombers over the South in a show of support for 
its ally, and President Obama vowed to further tighten already-
punishing United Nations sanctions on the North. 

Sanctions won’t work unless the North’s main sponsor, China, 
fully commits, said The Korea Times (South Korea). Beijing is a 
reluctant participant in international talks on the threat posed 
by Pyongyang, and “it’s highly unlikely that China will give 
consent to the kind of sanctions that could lead to the collapse” 
of Kim Jong Un’s regime, such as a total ban on oil shipments 
to the North. Chinese leaders know that if Kim’s dictatorship 
imploded, millions of starving North Koreans would seek sanc-

tuary in China, causing “pandemonium 
on its border.” Still, Beijing doesn’t want 
North Korea to go fully nuclear, because 
that could inspire a rival regional power 
like Japan to follow suit. The interna-
tional gridlock over the North can only 
be resolved through dialogue—and “it’s 
definitely China that holds the key.”

Don’t blame Beijing, said the Global 
Times (China). North Korea isn’t seek-
ing to arm itself against us. The root 
cause of North Korea’s behavior is “the 
reckless military threat from the U.S. 
and South Korea.” Kim has seen the 

U.S.’s “brutal overthrow of regimes in some small countries” 
and he’s realized that nuclear weapons are the only effective 
deterrent against American aggression. China alone cannot 
persuade North Korea to change course, as long as Washington 
keeps “refusing to sign a peace treaty with Pyongyang.”

The North’s “nuclear weapons program has reached an irrevers-
ible stage,” said JoongAng Ilbo (South Korea). Denuclearization 
is no longer feasible, so South Korea must now think about 
renuclearization instead—that is, bringing back U.S. tactical 
nuclear weapons. The U.S. pulled its nukes out in 1991 and told 
us we would be protected by the nuclear umbrella provided by 
American strategic bombers, intercontinental ballistic missiles, 
and submarine-launched ballistic missiles. But that’s no longer a 
good enough deterrent. With our very existence threatened, we 
need U.S. nukes deployed on our own soil—and our president 
needs “the power to authorize” their use. 

North Korea: Is it time to panic about Kim’s nukes?

South Korea monitors seismic waves from the test.
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Trump: Unqualified to be commander in chief?
“Donald Trump has to be the most danger-
ously ignorant major-party presidential candi-
date in history,” said Eugene Robinson in The 
Washington Post. That much became crystal 
clear last week when the Republican nominee 
and his Democratic rival Hillary Clinton took 
part in back-to-back interviews on board the 
USS Intrepid, as part of NBC’s “Commander-
in-Chief Forum.” It was an opportunity for 
the two to show off their national security 
credentials—but in Trump’s case, it was a 
total disaster, as he failed “to give the slight-
est indication he knew anything about the 
issues he was supposed to be talking about.” 
The real estate mogul once again falsely asserted—without being 
challenged by host Matt Lauer—that he had opposed the Iraq War 
from the start. He then insisted that the U.S. should have “taken 
the oil” in Iraq, even though committing that act of piracy would 
have required keeping tens of thousands of soldiers there perma-
nently. But Trump’s most “disqualifying” moment, said Jonathan 
Tobin in CommentaryMagazine.com, was his praise of Russian 
President Vladimir Putin. The Russian strongman, he insisted, “has 
been a leader, far more than our president has been a leader.” When 
reminded of Putin’s many crimes, from the invasion of Ukraine to 
the murders of journalists and political opponents, Trump was non-
plussed. “I mean, you can say, ‘Oh, isn’t that a terrible thing,’” said 
Trump, “[but] the man has very strong control over a country.” 

It’s no surprise Trump finds “plenty to admire in the Russian 
leader,” said Jeet Heer in NewRepublic.com. Putin, of course, is an 
autocrat who doesn’t need the approval of Congress or anyone else. 
When Trump talks about his own presidency—“Everyone will do 
what I say, trust me”—it’s clear “Putin is his model of his leader-
ship.” Not incidentally, “Putin has been a terrible leader for his 
country,” said Michael Cohen in The Boston Globe. His land grab 
in Crimea was a desperate bid to make Russia look strong, even 
as its one-dimensional economy was crumbling because of low oil 
prices. Russia is now in a deep recession, made worse by the sanc-
tions Putin arrogantly brought down on his own people.

Trump sure does sound like he’d be “a patsy” for Putin to manipu-
late, said The Wall Street Journal in an editorial. But despite her 
ample foreign policy experience, Clinton isn’t much of an alterna-
tive. As secretary of state, she presided over “the global disorder” 

that broke out on Obama’s watch. She 
“favored intervention in Libya, but then 
she abandoned the country to chaos.” Clin-
ton also compromised national security by 
exposing classified information to hackers 
through her private email server. Trump may 
be unpredictable and inconsistent, said Pub-
lius Decius Mus in the Claremont Review 
of Books, but at least he has shown the 
right instincts against “trade giveaways and 
endless, pointless, winless war.” A Hillary 
presidency, by contrast, will be “pedal to the 
metal” on Obama’s entire far-left agenda. 
For conservatives, “2016 is the Flight 93 

election: Charge the cockpit or you die.” You may die anyway—but 
with Trump, at least you can “take your chances.” 
 
Hillary is “an ethical wreck,” said Peter Wehner in RealClear 
 Politics.com, but electing Trump would pose “a genuine threat to 
the well-being of America.” Throughout this campaign, “he has 
shown himself to be erratic, inconsistent, unstable, unprincipled, 
vindictive, and narcissistic.” This is a man who mocks disabled 
reporters and the mother of  a fallen U.S. soldier, admires foreign 
dictators like Putin and Kim Jong Un, and slanders our country as 
weak and pathetic. If elected, his isolationism, hostility to free trade, 
and white-identity nativism would “fundamentally redefine the 
Republican Party in ways that are antithetical to conservatism.” 
 
If that isn’t reason enough to fear a Trump presidency, said Max 
Boot in USAToday.com, we saw proof last week that he’s “made 
no effort to educate himself about the requirements of being com-
mander in chief.” Trump said he had a “secret” but “very good” 
plan to defeat ISIS, which is laughable. He attacked America’s 
nonpartisan generals and intelligence professionals, calling them 
“embarrassing for our country,” and suggested he’d replace them 
with stooges of his own picking. Last week Trump even praised 
Putin and disparaged America and its president in an interview 
broadcast on RT, “the Kremlin-run TV channel”—an act bordering 
on treason. At the beginning of his campaign, Republican leaders 
excused Trump’s nonsensical comments as “rookie” mistakes. But a 
year later, Trump “sounds as ignorant and deluded” as he did when 
he rode down the golden escalator at Trump Tower to announce his 
run for the White House. “Only now, he is a lot closer to having 
life-and-death power over hundreds of millions of people.” 

Trump: His Putin bromance still burns hot.
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This year marks the first time that high 
sch ool freshmen are learning about the 
9/11 attacks as a historical event that hap-
pened before they were born.
Chicago Tribune

Earth has lost 10 percent of 
its wilderness since the early 
1990s—an area twice the size 
of Alaska, according to a new 
study in Current Biology. In all, 
we’ve lost roughly 1.2 million 
square miles of wilderness in 
recent decades, leaving 12 million 
square miles still intact.
Vox.com

This year’s Miss America contest in-
cluded its first openly lesbian contestant: 

Erin O’Flaherty as Miss Missouri. 
O’Flaherty, 23, is working to pro-

mote the American Foundation 
for Suicide Prevention and the 
Trevor Project, an organiza-

tion dedicated to preventing 
suicide in LGBT youth. She 
said it is “awesome” to rep-
resent the LGBT community, 
but that she hopes people will 

“remember me for how I did the 
job, and not for one quality.” 
USA Today

 Voting in the 2016 presidential election 
has officially begun. The first absentee 
ballots were mailed out in the battleground 
state of North Carolina late last week, mark-
ing the start of early mail voting in 27 states 
across the nation. Another 37 states have 
some form of early in-person voting. 
The Wall Street Journal

Exposure to the toxins in the ruins of 
the World Trade Center has taken its toll on 
9/11 rescue workers. A new study found 
11 percent more cancer cases among the 
workers than in the general New York 
State population between 2007 and 2011. 
New York Post

Noted



“You can accomplish any-
thing in life, provided that 
you do not mind who gets 

the credit.”  
Harry Truman,  

quoted in Fortune.com

“My friends tell me I have 
an intimacy problem, but 

they don’t really know me.” 
Comedian Garry Shandling, 

quoted in The New York Times

“It’s my belief we  
developed language 

because of our deep inner 
need to complain.” 

Lily Tomlin,  
quoted in Parade.com

“If you’re more interested 
in what you’re saying than 
the person listening to you 
is, you’re the definition of 

a boring person.”  
David Foster Wallace,  

quoted in TheGuardian.com

“These are my values. 
And if you don’t like them, 

I have others.” 
Groucho Marx,  

quoted in the Boston Herald

“It is a strange fact that 
freedom and equality, the 
two basic ideas of democ-
racy, are to some extent 

contradictory.” 
Thomas Mann, quoted in  
The Wall Street Journal

“You fail all of the time. 
But you aren’t a failure 
until you start blaming 

someone else.” 
Football coach Bum Phillips, 

quoted in Inc.com 
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Poll watch

58% of Americans 
approve of Obama’s per-
formance as president—a 
13 percent increase since 
December and his best 
rating since July 2009. 
Washington Post/ABC News 

51% of Americans dis-
approve of the Affordable 
Care Act, while 44% sup-
port the health-care law. 
29% of Americans say the 
ACA has hurt them and 
their families, while 18% 

say it has helped their 
families. 51% say the law 
“had no effect” on them. 
Gallup 
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9/11 anniversary: How the U.S. has changed
“Tears, vows, and memories 
marked emotionally charged cer-
emonies” last week on the 15th 
anniversary of the Sept. 11 terror-
ist attacks, said Paul Berger, Jim 
Hook, and John Bacon in USA 
Today.com. At New York City’s 
World Trade Center site, where a 
gleaming new skyscraper supplants 
the fallen twin towers, family 
members “solemnly read aloud the 
names of the almost 3,000 vic-
tims,” and described their personal 
sense of loss. In Washington, D.C., 
President Obama paid tribute to 
184 people killed when American 
Airlines Flight 77 slammed into 
the Pentagon. “No deed we do 
can ever truly erase the pain of their absence,” he 
said. The speeches were heartfelt, yet there was a 
sense that this horrific national trauma is receding 
in memory. Crowds at memorials have dwindled. 
Joe Quinn, whose brother Jimmy died in the 
north tower, said that while the months following 
9/11 were excruciating, “he misses the national 
sense of unity of those days.” 

Since then, the nation has descended into “unpar-
alleled cynicism, pessimism, and political division,” 
said Brian Calle in the Orange County, Calif., 
Register. Republicans and Democrats demonize 
and blame each other, and a bipartisan search for 

solutions is dead. The fight against 
terrorism now separates us into 
two warring tribes, said Stephen 
Collinson in CNN.com. It’s hard 
to believe that in 2001, then-Sen. 
Hillary Clinton and then-Mayor 
Rudolph Giuliani—now bitter ene-
mies— “came together to console 
grieving New Yorkers,” and Presi-
dent George W. Bush proclaimed 
“Islam is peace.” Fifteen years 
later, Donald Trump has proposed 
banning Muslim immigrants, ISIS 
is the new al Qaida, and the war 
on terrorism has no end in sight. 

Still, America “is safer than it 
was,” said terrorism analyst 

Daniel Byman in Vox.com. While the carnage in 
Orlando and San Bernardino shows that indi-
viduals who adopt terrorist ideology remain a 
real threat, an attack on the scale of 9/11 is far 
less likely. U.S. drone attacks have killed hun-
dreds of the leaders and highly trained terrorists 
in Afghanistan, Pakistan, and Yemen who once 
schemed to pull off “terrorist spectaculars.” 
Counterterrorism efforts also make it much 
harder for terrorist groups to coordinate com-
plex plots. Since 9/11, a total of 94 people have 
been killed by jihadists in this country. That’s too 
many, “but if we remember the post-9/11 doom-
saying, it looks like an incredible success.” 

“The deadliest month in two decades. More 
homicides this year than in New York and Los 
Angeles combined.” It’s difficult to convey the 
magnitude and horror of the violence gripping 
Chicago, said The Washington Post in an edito-
rial. Our country’s third-largest city has already 
had 522 homicides this year—more than in the 
whole of 2015. More than 3,000 people have 
been shot. The majority of the shootings have 
occurred in gang-dominated areas on the South 
and West sides, and almost all the victims and 
perpetrators are young black males. But innocent 
bystanders are often caught up in the crossfire, 
said Monica Davey in The New York Times. 
Among the victims this summer were a 6-year-old 
girl wounded by a stray bullet outside her home, 
and a young mother shot dead “while pushing 
a baby stroller.” As gunfire echoes in the streets, 
Chicagoans are “grasping for explanations.”

Most of the violence is the result of “an intracta-
ble gang problem,” said Jeremy Gorner and Peter 
Nickeas in the Chicago Tribune. Groups that 
used to be “highly structured and hierarchical” 
have fractured into smaller, less disciplined fac-
tions. Turf battles are now fought over individual 
blocks rather than whole neighborhoods; fueled 

by social media, petty disagreements and personal 
disputes “quickly turn violent.” Meanwhile, the 
police can no longer do their jobs, said Heather 
Mac Donald in the New York Post. With the rise 
of the Black Lives Matter movement, officers are 
often “surrounded by hostile, jeering crowds” and 
accused of racism for making stops and arrests. 
Every confrontation is filmed by onlookers, eager 
to create a viral video of police wrongdoing. Not 
surprisingly, officers are drastically reducing their 
on-street presence—giving gangbangers free rein.

Violence in Chicago “has become an epidemic,” 
said Dahleen Glanton in the Chicago Tribune. 
So why isn’t it treated as one? When the heroin 
epidemic began affecting white suburban kids, 
lawmakers jumped into action, expanding treat-
ment programs and changing laws to punish the 
dealers rather than the users. A similar approach 
is needed for the black youths caught up in Chi-
cago’s gang violence. It may be too late to change 
those already enmeshed in gang life; instead, we 
need to provide funding, volunteers, and mentors 
to programs that help young males stay out of 
trouble and give them hope. “Early intervention 
is the key”—and our underfunded, understaffed 
public schools “can’t do it alone.”

Chicago: Gangs and guns rule the streets

At the ceremony in New York



When I walked into the hands-on testing 
area at last week’s splashy Apple product 
launch in San Francisco, it took me a good 
five minutes to realize that the smartphone 
in front of me was actually the device that 
Apple was billing as the latest, greatest 
iPhone, said David Pierce in Wired.com. 
Technically, I know that the new iPhone 7 
and slightly larger iPhone 7 Plus pack in 
more computing power than any of their 
predecessors. But apart from a new digi-
tal Home button that you don’t have to 
click and the absence of the traditional 
headphone jack, in look and feel the iPhone 7 is virtually indis-
tinguishable from the iPhone 6S. “I kept thinking I must have 
missed something.” If the tech reviewers are struggling to see 
the upgrades, you can bet the average consumer won’t even no-
tice most of the phone’s incremental tweaks, said Mike Murphy 
in Qz.com. “Much like with Hollywood, Apple’s sequels are 
starting to feel more and more derivative.” 

Ignore the haters, said Vlad Savov in TheVerge.com. The iPhone 7 
“is shaping up to be yet another excellent update to what was 
already, for many people, the best smartphone in the world.” If 
you’re not an engineer, it may be hard to appreciate details like 
the iPhone’s new A10 fusion computer chip, which optimizes 
battery life without sacrificing performance. The result is that the 
7 has the longest battery life of any iPhone, “the sort of meaning-

ful upgrade almost everyone values.” The 
12-megapixel camera is also the company’s 
“best ever.” And to make room for all 
the photos you’ll take, Apple doubled the 
amount of available storage at each price 
point, up to 256GB. Oh, and the phone is 
waterproof. Quite simply, no other smart-
phone compares. Samsung’s Galaxy Note 7 
looked like a contender, but its exploding-
battery issues have led to a massive recall. 
So, for now, I’m happily sticking with Apple. 

Can we talk about Apple killing the head-
phone jack? said Chris Taylor in Mashable.com. Users now get 
to pick between the headache of using an adapter to make their 
old-fashioned headphones work with the new iPhone, or the 
pain of paying Apple $159 for a pair of its fancy new wireless 
“AirPods.” Ludicrously, Apple says it jettisoned the jack because 
it takes “courage” to move on and embrace something new. 
Sure, if courage means gouging your customers over an “expen-
sive, unwieldy, and easy-to-lose dongle.” “Greed” seems like a 
better word for it. Don’t underestimate the AirPods, said Will 
Oremus in Slate.com. These aren’t your ordinary Bluetooth ear-
pieces; they’re tiny, portable in-ear computers. AirPods instantly 
pair with whatever Apple device you’re using, respond to voice 
commands, and connect to Apple’s personal assistant Siri when 
you tap your ear. “For once, Apple’s announcement of a new 
gizmo may have undersold, rather than oversold.” 

Apple: Cutting the cord with the iPhone 7 
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LinkedIn fixes male search bias 

Up until last week, “LinkedIn’s search algo-
rithm apparently favored men,” said Ashley 
Rodriguez in Qz.com. The professional social 
network tweaked how it handles search re-
sults after a Seattle Times investigation found 
that searches for common female names often 
produced suggestions for men. A LinkedIn 
search for “Stephanie Williams,” for example, 
returned the result “Did you mean Stephen 
Williams?” in addition to people actually 
named Stephanie Williams. A search for “Ste-
phen Williams,” however, simply displayed 
users with that name. Likewise, “LinkedIn 
wondered whether users searching for Andrea 
meant Andrew, that Danielle meant Daniel, 
and that Alexa meant Alex.” The company 
says the skewed results were inadvertent, and 
that its algorithm was meant to suggest names 
with similar spellings, based on past searches. 

ISIS vs. Google ads 

Google is using its search savvy to disrupt ISIS 
recruiting, said Andy Greenberg in Wired.com. 
A new program developed by Google-owned 
think tank Jigsaw targets would-be ISIS mem-
bers and tries to “dissuade them from joining 
the group’s cult of apocalyptic violence.” Jig-
saw’s campaign takes searches for keywords 

and phrases that are commonly used by people 
attracted to ISIS, and places those results 
alongside ads that link to videos that under-
mine the terrorist group’s message. The videos 
include testimonials from former extremists, 
religious leaders denouncing ISIS, and clips 
showing the harsh realities of life in Northern 
Syria and Iraq. Jigsaw is planning a similar 
campaign targeting white supremacists.

The web’s romantic horizons  

“The internet is systematically changing whom 
we date,” said Ana Swanson in The Washing-
ton Post. Decades of research have shown that 
people tend to pair off with partners who are 
similar to them in terms of race, education, 
or religion, which often reinforces divisions 
between social groups. But a recently pub-
lished study by the University of Lausanne, in 
Switzerland, suggests that the rise of online 
dating is breaking down some of those barri-
ers. Americans in the survey who met through 
friends or school were the most likely to date 
someone similar to them. Meeting online, 
however, was “associated with more racial and 
ethnic mixing than any other meeting venue.” 
One possibility is that people searching online 
are finding partners similar to them in other 
ways, such as personality, hobbies, or lifestyle. 

Bytes: What’s new in tech

“To help 
end the 
blind 
search 
for a 
parking 
gap in 
crowded 
city 
streets, Mercedes-Benz cars will 
start giving each other a heads-up 
when a space is free,” said Elisabeth 
Behrmann in Bloomberg.com. The 
luxury automaker is testing a pilot 
program in Stuttgart, Germany, 
that uses the Mercedes E-Class 
sedan’s built-in ultrasound sensors 
to spot available parking spots 
while driving. The car’s sensors 
scan for empty spaces big enough 
to park in, even when a driver isn’t 
looking for one. It then transmits 
that information to the cloud, to be 
shared with other Mercedes drivers. 
Initially, the system will share the 
probability of finding a parking spot 
on a particular street or block. But 
eventually it will be able to display 
a digital parking map to drivers 
showing the exact location and size 
of nearby available spaces.

Innovation of the week

Technology18 NEWS 
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Going wireless with Apple’s $159 AirPods
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The real-life ‘Nessie’
Forget the fabled Loch Ness Monster: 
Paleontologists in Scotland have just 
unveiled the fossilized skeleton of a real-
life underwater predator, which stalked 
the oceans 170 million years ago. Dubbed 
the Storr Lochs Monster, the dolphin-like 
ichthyosaur was the size of a small boat 
and had a long, pointed head filled with 
hundreds of cone-shaped teeth that it used 
to feed on fish and squid. It lived alongside 
the dinosaurs in the Middle Jurassic period, 
a time that saw the emergence of some of 
the first mammals and birds, but which has 
yielded very few fossils. The near-complete 
skeleton was first discovered back in 1966, 
by the manager of a remote hydropower 
station on Scotland’s Isle of Skye. At the 
time, local paleontologists lacked the neces-
sary tools and expertise to safely extract the 
fossil from the rocks in which it was found. 
But the skeleton has now been removed 
from its stony tomb, and scientists believe 
it could represent an entirely new species. 
“People don’t realize that real sea mon-
sters used to exist,” lead researcher Steve 
Brusatte tells National Geographic. “They 
were bigger, scarier, and more fascinating 
than the myth of Nessie.”

Antibacterial soap ban
Bad news for germophobes: That anti-
bacterial soap you use is probably doing 
you more harm than good, reports The 

Washington Post. Last week, the FDA 
banned the sale of consumer products con-
taining any one of 19 antibacterial chemi-
cals, including two of the most common, 
triclosan and triclocarban. The ban, which 
will affect most of the 2,000 antibacterial 
products on the market, was proposed 
three years ago after studies suggested that 
long-term exposure to the chemicals was 
linked to bacterial resistance, hormone 
disruption, and cancer. The FDA asked 
manufacturers to prove that their soaps 
and washes were both safe and effective at 
preventing the spread of germs. They failed 
to do so. “We have no scientific evidence 
that [antibacterial products] are any better 
than plain soap and water,” says the FDA’s 
Janet Woodcock. The companies have been 
given a year to remove the ingredients from 
their soaps or pull the products off store 
shelves entirely. The FDA is also looking 
into the safety and effectiveness of the 
consumer hand sanitizers and antibacte-
rial wipes commonly used in hospitals and 
other health-care establishments. 

Africa’s missing elephants
Poaching and habitat loss have helped wipe 
out one-third of Africa’s savannah elephant 
population in just seven years, a land-
mark census of African wildlife has found. 
Nearly 40 years ago, there were an esti-
mated 1.3 million elephants on the conti-
nent. That population had declined to 
about 500,000 by 2007, 
and the three-year aerial 
survey of 18 countries 
found that only 352,271 
remain—an annual 
species decline rate of 
8 per cent, reports CNN 
.com. Conservationists 
warn that if this 
trend continues, 
another 50 percent 
of Africa’s remaining 

elephants may be lost over the next decade. 
Although numbers are stable or even rising 
in some areas, including South Africa and 
parts of Kenya, they have plummeted in 
Angola, Mozambique, and Tanzania. The 
biggest threat comes from poachers, who 
kill elephants using everything from poison-
tipped spears to grenades. They are driven 
by the demand for ivory, which has swollen 
in recent years because of the rapidly grow-
ing middle class in Asia. Researchers hope 
the findings will raise awareness of the 
problem. “Until we flew the aerial survey, 
no one had any solid evidence on the status 
of elephants,” says Mike Chase, the lead 
scientist of the Great Elephant Census. “We 
are armed with information now—we have 
solid reliable estimates as a baseline and 
benchmark to shock people out of apathy.”

Health scare of the week
Air pollution and Alzheimer’s
Breathing air polluted by traffic fumes 
may be harmful not only to your heart 
and lungs but also to your brain. In a new 
study, researchers discovered millions of 
tiny particles of magnetite, an iron oxide, 
in samples of brain tissue from people 
who had lived in busy cities. Magnetite 
nanoparticles that occur naturally in the 
brain are angular in shape, but the vast 
majority of these particles were round—
indicating they formed from the burning of 
fuel at high temperatures. These pollution-
derived particles can generate unstable 

molecules, which can be harmful to other, 
more important molecules. In high con-
centrations, they have been linked to 
Alzheimer’s and other neurodegenera-
tive diseases. “Iron is very reactive, so 
it’s almost certainly going to do some 

damage to the brain,” study co-author 
David Allsop tells BBC.com. “It can’t be 

benign.” The World Health Organization 
has warned that air pollution causes up to 
3 million premature deaths every year. N
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Scientists long believed that humans 
could register only four primary tastes: 
sweet, sour, salty, and bitter. Seven years 
ago, they added a fifth: umami (savory). 
But a new study suggests there may be 
a sixth: the “starchy” taste of complex 
carbohydrates such as bread and pasta, 
which might partly explain why people 
crave carbs. Researchers from Oregon 
State University found that volunteers 
who were given liquid solutions contain-
ing complex  carbohydrates could detect 
a starchy taste. “Asians would say it was 
rice-like, while Caucasians described it as 
bread-like or pasta-like,” lead researcher 

Juyun Lim tells New Scientist. “It’s like 
eating flour.” To rule out the possibility 
that the volunteers were simply pick-
ing up on the sugar molecules that are 
produced when carbohydrates break 
down, researchers gave them blockers to 
prevent them from tasting sweets. The 
volunteers were still able to identify and 
describe the starchy taste in the solu-
tions. “Every culture has a major source 
of complex carbohydrate,” Lim says. “The 
idea that we can’t taste what we’re eating 
doesn’t make sense.” Researchers have 
yet to find specific starch receptors on 
the tongue, but the finding adds to grow-

ing evidence that human taste is more 
complex than previously thought. Other 
flavors currently being investigated as 
potential primary tastes include calcium, 
fatty acids, and the metallic taste of blood. 

‘Starchy’: A new primary taste?

THE WEEK September 23, 2016

The Scottish ichthyosaur: A real sea monster

We may have an innate taste for carbs.
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You might suspect while reading 
Jonathan Safran Foer’s new 600-page 
novel that he’s “determined not to tell a 
compelling story,” said Rebecca Steinitz 
in The Boston Globe. Not that the cel-
ebrated author’s first novel in 11 years 
doesn’t include some intriguing alter-
nate history and side characters. But 
Foer returns over and over to the “plod-
ding” story of a marriage’s dissolution, 
and even there, he cuts away from the 
action “whenever something is about 
to actually happen.” A lack of energy is 
hardly a problem, said Dwight Garner in 
The New York Times. Sure, this ambi-
tious novel about personal and cultural 
loss spends more time with Jacob and 
Julia and their boys in Washington, D.C., 
than it does on an existential threat to 
Israel brought on by an earthquake and 
a war. But the novel’s pathos is heartfelt, 
its jokes are funny, and it “has more 
teeming life in it than several hundred 
well-meaning books of midlist fiction 
put together.” Unfortunately, “its insis-
tent winsomeness cloys,” rendering the 
book tantalizing, but not quite great.

ARTS 21

Review of reviews: Books

Cathy O’Neil’s new book has been 
“haunting me since I read it,” said Evelyn 
Lamb in ScientificAmerican.com. A brac-
ing dive into the world being created by 
Big Data, it illustrates “again and again” 
how the complex mathematical models that 
are increasingly being used by businesses and 
government to sort people into groups are 
reinforcing human biases instead of correct-
ing them. O’Neil, who’s “an ideal person to 
write this book,” speaks passionately about 
individual victims: a teacher fired because 
assessment metrics discounted her talent; a 
college student who’s barred from a job by 
a personality test. To O’Neil, a former Wall 
Street quant, the greatest outrages occur 
when the models reinforce  inequality— 
 denying people credit, say, because they live 
in a low-income neighborhood.

Don’t pick up John 
le Carré’s delightful 
new book expecting 
a straight memoir, 
said Kevin Sullivan 
in Entertainment 
Weekly. Yes, the 
legendary spy novel-
ist shares memories 
from his tough 1940s 
childhood and from 
his brief career in 
British intelligence. 

But The Pigeon Tunnel is less a summing up 
than “the literary equivalent of a long night 
spent in the company of a grand storyteller 
who has saved up a lifetime of his best 
tales to share with you over several rounds 
of fine scotch.” Le Carré comes across in 
the book’s 38 reminiscences as a writer so 
committed to verisimilitude that he’s spent 
his life venturing into the world’s sketchiest 
corners in order to paint them on the page. 
It’s “a special kind of a treat” to be able to 
roam that world with him.

Be careful how much of it you believe, said 

Book of the week

Whoever you are, this is “a story about 
you,” said Danny Dorling in Times Higher 
Education (U.K.). If you use Facebook, or 
have been put on hold by a credit card firm, 
or have ever read an online ad, you will find 
some answers here about the kinds of judg-
ments that Big Data’s models are making 
about you. O’Neil could have demystified 
such operations further by including some 
actual equations or algorithms. She also 
could have provided more detail to back 
up assertions like her claim that the reason 
today’s Republican and Democratic voters 
so often disagree about facts is that online 

news consumers are subjected to micro-
targeting by partisan political groups. 
Even so, this “entertaining” and “very 
valuable” book provides an important 
service: teaching us that data isn’t truth 
and that data tools can do real harm if 
we fail to police their use.

O’Neil’s sense of right and wrong can’t 
always be trusted, said David French in 
NationalReview.com. A veteran of the 
Occupy Wall Street movement, she often 
seems less concerned with the accuracy 
of any math model than with whether 
it harms groups she favors, like women, 

minorities, and the poor. But a “particularly 
disturbing” finding of her analysis is that 
Big Data tends to harm the marginalized 
in ways middle-class Americans may never 
notice, said Rana Foroohar in Time.com. 
Only the poor see online ads from preda-
tory lenders or for-profit universities, and 
only residents of high-crime neighborhoods 
discover that their surroundings can silently 
cost them opportunities. Correcting such 
problems will require sustained effort, but 
“it’s time to stop pretending that people 
wielding the most numbers necessarily have 
the right answers.”

Weapons of Math 
Destruction: How Big Data 
Increases Inequality and 
Threatens Democracy

by Cathy O’Neil

(Crown, $26)

Novel of the week

Here I Am
by Jonathan Safran Foer

(Farrar, Straus & Giroux, $28)

The Pigeon Tunnel:  
Stories From My Life
by John le Carré

(Viking, $28)

Michiko Kakutani in The New York Times. 
David Cornwell, the man behind the le 
Carré pseudonym, freely admits that he was 
practically born to favor fiction over truth. 
The “rawest, most emotional” chapter in 
the book recounts growing up as the son 
of a con artist. The author’s father, Ronnie 
Cornwell, beat his wife until she was driven 
away, then raised his two young boys on 
the proceeds from fraudulent schemes that 
landed him in jail in four countries. In the 
spy trade, David Cornwell found a line of 
work that valued practiced liars. Luckily, it 
also cultivated keen observational powers 
“that have served him well as a novelist.”

Some of The Pigeon Tunnel’s strongest 
passages are portraits of people le Carré 
has folded into his fictions, said Richard 
Davenport-Hines in The Wall Street 
Journal. We meet a Frenchwoman who 
survived a harrowing youth and estab-
lished a Cambodian import-export business 
that allowed her to secretly aid victims of 
the Khmer Rouge. We meet an innocent 
Turkish-German man who was seized by 
U.S. allies, tortured by interrogators, and 
held for five years at Guantánamo Bay. 
Yasser Arafat appears, too, smelling of 
baby powder. You can’t trust every detail of 
this “powerful, punchy book,” but it’s “a 
smashing read.”

Are algorithms remaking America? 

THE WEEK September 23, 2016
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Best books...chosen by Alan Taylor
Historian Alan Taylor is the author of two Pulitzer Prize–winning works on 
early America, including 2013’s The Internal Enemy. His new book, American 
Revolutions, revisits the multiple conflicts that sparked our war for independence.

The Book List22 ARTS  

Independence Lost  by Kathleen DuVal 
(Random House, $18). DuVal’s lively, deeply 
researched book recovers the dramatic story 
of how the revolution played out in the bor-
derlands contested by the Spanish, British, and 
Americans—as well as by an array of native 
peoples and by runaway slaves seeking freedom.

Pox Americana  by Elizabeth A. Fenn (Hill & 
Wang, $17). By tracing the course and impact of a 
deadly epidemic that swept through the continent 
between 1775 and 1782, Fenn reveals the inter-
play of environment, health, and war. Because it 
halted the Continental Army’s invasion of Canada 
and aided the patriots’ defense of Virginia, small-
pox shaped the course of revolution.

The Hemingses of Monticello  by Annette 
Gordon-Reed (Norton, $22). A consummate 
work of historical research and imagination, this 
National Book Award winner recovered the story 
of Thomas Jefferson’s dependence on an enslaved 
family who previously had served his father-in-
law. The book sheds light on the tangled rela-
tionship of enslaved labor and the new nation’s 
political leadership.

Tom Paine’s Iron Bridge  by Edward G. Gray 
(Norton, $27). Thomas Paine was a polymath, 
it turns out, who designed innovative bridges 
as well as a radical politics. Vividly written and 
rich with insight, this book about his attempts to 
build an ideal America illuminates the nexus of 
politics, science, and art in the age of revolutions.

A Revolution in Color  by Jane Kamensky 
(Norton, $35). The greatest American artist of 
the 18th century, John Singleton Copley, pre-
ferred life in Britain, escaping to it from the bitter 
civil war that we call the American Revolution. 
In this lucidly written biography, out next month, 
Jane Kamensky renders the age in tones as com-
plex and compelling as the interplay of light and 
shade in the finest Copley painting.

Ordinary Courage  by Joseph Plumb Martin 
(Wiley-Blackwell, $27). This memoir is the liveli-
est and most revealing account of the Revolution 
that we have from a common soldier. Martin, 
who joined the fight at 15 and bore every hard-
ship short of death, blamed political leaders and 
selfish officers for the neglect suffered by enlisted 
men, whose endurance proved essential to victory. 

Also of interest...in wayfinding
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Robert Moor’s new book is “a wan-
derer’s dream,” said The Economist. 
Part travelogue, part wide-ranging 
natural history, it is anchored by 
Moor’s account of his through-walk of 
the 2,200-mile Appalachian Trail. But 

Moor thinks on a bigger scale, so he also ponders 
ant trails, elephant trails, the Trail of Tears, and 
the trails left in Newfoundland 565 million years 
ago by soft-bodied creatures dragging themselves 
across an ocean floor. He has crammed “a wealth 
of such tales” into this engaging volume. 

On Trails

by Robert Moor (Simon & Schuster, $25)

“Pocket-sized, short, and as digest-
ible as a cat video,” this book should 
relieve many a clickbait addict of guilt, 
said Chris Taylor in Mashable.com. 
Derived from a course of the same 
name that Goldsmith teaches at the 

University of Pennsylvania, it discusses radical 
group exercises like having students electronically 
pass $1,000 around a circle, or having them check 
social media feeds while classmates watch. At its 
best, the book “hits on a way of talking about 
modern technology that makes us see it anew.” 

Wasting Time on the Internet

by Kenneth Goldsmith (Harper Perennial, $15)

Professional sailor Tristan Gooley 
“misses little in his paean to Earth’s 
most abundant resource,” said Angus 
Phillips in The Wall Street Journal. His 
“lovely” new book answers just about 
every question imaginable about 

water, including what causes a wave to break and 
why insects often swarm over rocky, fast-flowing 
areas of a stream. Gooley also recounts what 
he learned during his attempt at a Viking-style 
journey across the Norwegian Sea. Take it all in 
slowly—“or you’ll drown in the details.”

How to Read Water

by Tristan Gooley (The Experiment, $20)

Each of the artists featured in this 
“esoterically learned and always enter-
taining” group portrait felt a need 
to seek distant shores, said Joseph 
O’Neill in The New York Times. Paul 
Gauguin settled in Polynesia; Russian-

born filmmaker Maya Deren made Haiti a sec-
ond home. When author Jamie James dwells on 
the sojourners’ sexual exploits abroad, the mate-
rial “feels like gossip.” But he is “on to some-
thing important” when he describes his subjects 
as a school of art defined by its lack of borders.

The Glamour of Strangeness

by Jamie James (Farrar, Straus & Giroux, $30)

Elizabeth Gilbert

Now we know how Eat, Pray, 

Love really ends, said Michael 
Schaub in the Los Angeles 
Times. Author Elizabeth 
Gilbert had closed her block-
buster 2006 memoir about 
fleeing a broken marriage by 
reporting that she had fallen 

in love with 
the Brazilian 
businessman 
readers knew 
as Felipe. 
Now, just 
months after 
announc-
ing that the 

relationship had ended ami-
cably after 12 years, she has 
posted a long statement on 
Facebook explaining why. Her 
best friend, a woman named 
Rayya Elias, was diagnosed 
with incurable cancer earlier 
this year, and Gilbert decided 
that she needed to be at 
Rayya’s side—and not with-
holding her true feelings—
until the end. “Death—or the 
prospect of death—has a way 
of clearing away everything 
that is not real,” Gilbert wrote. 
“I was faced with this truth: 
I do not merely love Rayya; I 
am in love with Rayya.”

Gilbert, who could easily 
have continued to describe 
Rayya as just a friend, “chose 
the more honest path,” said 
Heidi Stevens in the Chicago 
Tribune. Gilbert surely must 
have anticipated the derision 
she heard last week from 
some online commenters 
who dismissed the dramatic 
course correction as self-
serving. She herself credits 
Rayya, a Syrian-born film-
maker and punk musician, 
for teaching her how to live 
honestly. But Gilbert has 
been willing to make herself 
vulnerable all along. In her 
Facebook post, she acknowl-
edged she could have kept 
up the “friend” front. “But 
that would be...you know... 
pretending,” she wrote. 
“Pretending is demeaning, 
and it makes you weak and 
confused, and it’s also a lot of 
work. I don’t do that kind of 
work anymore.”  

Author of the week
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“You might not recognize the subjects in 
This Is a Portrait if I Say So, but they’re 
there,” said Taylor Dafoe in BlouinArtinfo 
.com. The focus of Bowdoin College’s 
impressive new exhibition is American 
portraiture, but the show doesn’t include 
a single face or human figure. Instead, the 
more than 60 works—paintings, drawings, 
sculptures, and installations—convey their 
subjects’ identities through more abstract or 
symbolic means. Asked in 1915 to make a 
portrait of American photographer Alfred 
Stieglitz, the French avant-garde painter 
Francis Picabia produced an image of a 
playfully deconstructed camera. And when 
Paris gallery owner Iris Clert invited artists 
to contribute portraits of her for a 1961 
show, Robert Rauschenberg submitted a 
last-minute telegram reading, “This is a 
portrait of Iris Clert if I say so.” The show’s 
scope is vast— encompassing both early 
dadaism and one contemporary artist’s 
Google  searches—but its message couldn’t 
be simpler: “No matter how exactingly 
lifelike or puzzlingly abstract” the art we 
create, we create art “to understand each 
other, and ourselves.”

Marsden Hartley’s portrait of Gertrude Stein

Exhibit of the week 

This Is a Portrait if I Say So: Identity 
in American Art, 1912 to Today
Bowdoin College Museum of Art, 
Brunswick, Maine, through Oct. 23

Review of reviews: Art & Music  ARTS 23 

Gertrude Stein “got the ball rolling,” said 
Judith Dobrzynski in The Wall Street 
Journal. Her 1909 experimental text por-
trait, Pablo Picasso, begins “One whom 
some were certainly following was one who 
was completely charming” and carries on 
in that convoluted fashion for two pages. 
The work is devoid of physical descrip-
tion “but, it must be admitted, is not a bad 
characterization of Picasso.” Stein was in 
turn depicted by Marsden Hartley’s One 

Portrait, One Woman (1916). A teacup 
suggests the hospitality she offered at her 
famous Paris salon, and a red, white, and 
blue palette evokes the U.S. and French flags. 
Edward Steichen then captured Hartley 
in a 1922 tempera-and-ink image that he 
called Mushton Shlushley, the Lyric Poet 
and Aestheticurean. The difficulty with such 
works is that a viewer can’t judge whether 
they truly capture a person’s essence. Many 
pieces in the show are products of close 
relationships between artist and subject. Is 
Eleanor Antin’s 1970 sculptural tribute to 
dancer and filmmaker Yvonne  Rainer—a 
stationary exercise bike fitted with a basket, 
flowers, and a horn— perceptive or trite? 
“Without a key provided by the artists, we 
are locked out of this in-world.” 

Perhaps we’re meant to feel destabilized, 
said Sebastian Smee in The Boston Globe. 
For 1999’s Butterfly Kisses, Janine Antoni 
applied thick black mascara to her eyelashes 
and brushed them 2,248 times against a 
sheet of paper. The work suggests intimacy, 
but it also generates such a powerful aware-
ness that the artist is elsewhere that the 
feeling almost hurts. The experience reflects 
a truth that runs throughout the exhibition: 
“When you depict someone with an image 
of things that are connected with a person 
but not actually that person, you are really 
evoking his or her absence.” 

“It’s nice to hear 
Wilco not taking itself 
too seriously,” said 
Zach Schonfeld in 
PasteMagazine.com. 
On the band’s 10th 
album, Jeff Tweedy and 
company have taken a 

sharp turn away from the fuzz-heavy rock 
of last year’s Star Wars and delivered a 
quiet, mostly acoustic record of unusual 
ramshackle charm. The “loosest, most 
unadorned” set of songs the Chicago band 
has recorded since its 1995 debut, Schmilco 
features “some of Tweedy’s shrewdest 
lyrical nuggets in years,” and because the 
music is mostly up-tempo, “there’s elec-
tricity here, if not much electric guitar.” 
Despite the music’s comforting surface, 
these songs can also feel “strange and 
unsettling,” said Greg Kot in the Chicago 
Tribune. Tweedy, in a hushed voice, opens 
up about how the self-doubts of ado-
lescence can seep into adulthood, while 
bandmate Nels Cline accentuates the lyrical 
angst with “haywire” guitar work. Wilco 
has surprised us all with “a weird little folk 
record”—and “just when you thought you 
had these guys figured out.” 

It’s about time Macy 
Gray made a jazz 
record, said James 
Nadal in AllAboutJazz 
.com. The Grammy-
winning pop singer, 
now 49, is “certainly no 
stranger” to the idiom, 

having gotten her start in Los Angeles’ jazz 
clubs, which means Stripped might be a 
showcase for her true musical persona. 
Accompanied by a premier quartet, Gray 
reinterprets some of her old songs along-
side wild-card covers like Bob Marley’s 
“Redemption Song.” All 10 tracks were 
recorded live in an empty Brooklyn church, 
so the album sounds “as close to a live 
gig as one could imagine,” except with no 
crowd noise. “Gray’s patented purr-and-
growl vocals thrive in the intimate setting,” 
said Pablo Gorondi in the Associated 
Press. The bluesy opener “Annabelle” 
would sound at home in a speakeasy, while 
Gray “imbues Metallica’s ‘Nothing Else 
Matters’ with a deep melancholy that never 
wilts.” On a double-bass reinterpretation 
of her 1999 hit “I Try,” she goes for straight 
communication—no mannerisms—and the 
song is “all the more effective for it.” 

“Haunting, catchy, spir-
ited, and rooted in the 
best of Americana,” the 
music on this career-
spanning compilation 
will probably be most 
disappointing to lis-
teners who already 

know Jack White well, said Noel Murray 
in AVClub.com. The 26-song album, which 
culls acoustic tracks from the multi talented 
songwriter-guitarist’s recordings with the 
White Stripes and the Raconteurs, and from 
his solo career, “doesn’t offer much in the 
way of unheard music.” Beyond that, many 
of the tracks don’t even have an acoustic 
feel, because White is backed by a full 
band. The album does, however, “make a 
convincing case for Jack White the versa-
tile pop songwriter,” said Alexis Petridis in 
The Guardian (U.K.). “Blessed with a sweet 
melodic touch,” he has successfully tried his 
hand at “everything from children’s songs 
(‘We’re Going to Be Friends’) to epic bal-
ladry (‘You’ve Got Her in Your Pocket’)” to 
comedy (“Honey We Can’t Afford to Look 
This Cheap”). Perhaps this is simply how 
White wants to be seen now—“as a dedi-
cated, conscientious craftsman.”

Wilco
Schmilco

Macy Gray
Stripped

Jack White
Acoustic Recordings: 1998–2016
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Fifteen years after moviegoers 
met her, Bridget Jones is “as 
endearingly and sympatheti-
cally foot-in-mouth awkward 
as ever,” said Ariel Scotti in the 
New York Daily News. In this 
third installment for the rom-
com franchise, Bridget is 43 and 
a London singleton again when 
she hooks up in short succes-
sion with her ex-husband and a 
handsome American tech billionaire—resulting in a 
pregnancy of no clear paternal lineage. The ensuing 
tale “tries just a bit too hard to be trendy,” but that 
doesn’t matter, thanks to the “adorable buffoonery” 
of Renée Zellweger’s Bridget. Unfortunately, the 
star doesn’t seem fully engaged, said Leslie Felperin 

in The Hollywood Reporter. 
Zellweger, Colin Firth, and 
Patrick Dempsey “eventually 
form a mildly risqué, sexually 
chaste ménage à trois” who 
together await the birth and the 
resolution of the paternity mys-
tery. But as much as Zellweger’s 
co-stars “squirm and mug” to 
fill the energy vacuum, their 
efforts aren’t enough. Emma 

Thompson, who co-wrote the screenplay and dou-
bles as Bridget’s ob-gyn, “saves herself a slam dunk 
of a laugh for the delivery room,” said Tim Robey 
in The Telegraph (U.K.). The gag “only just gets the 
film across the finish line,” but that’s enough. This 
Bridget is “a comeback you root for.” 

Clint Eastwood’s “thrillingly 
taut” new film ranks as “one of 
the best aviation movies ever,” 
said Joe Morgenstern in The 
Wall Street Journal. Tom Hanks 
stars as “Sully” Sullenberger, 
the US Airways pilot who in 
2009 successfully executed 
an emergency landing on the 
Hudson River, saving 155 lives. 
The whole incident lasted just 
208 seconds from takeoff to twin-engine failure to 
happy ending, but Hanks is “flat-out wonderful” as 
the story’s taciturn hero, and Eastwood conjures real 
drama from an aftermath that has Sully defending 
his decision while racked by self-doubt. But the sto-
ry’s main conflict is pure myth, said David Edelstein 

in NYMag.com. The real Sully 
was hailed everywhere as a hero, 
yet Eastwood has chosen to 
make the amicable post-incident 
review an “Ayn Rand–ish” sce-
nario in which federal bureau-
crats target an extraordinary 
individual for the crime of “well, 
being extraordinary.” Give 
Eastwood some credit, said Ty 
Burr in The Boston Globe. Not 

only is he clever enough to keep coming back to his 
story’s most gripping 208 seconds, he’s wise enough 
to avoid a simple us-versus-them drama. The Sully 
we see is “a hero to everyone except the bureaucrats 
and himself”—an ideal hero for a filmmaker who’s 
perpetually “torn between jingoism and doubt.” 

“This is the kind of film that 
makes you see other movies 
through fresh eyes,” said Matt 
Zoller Seitz in RogerEbert.com. 
Kirsten Johnson, an award-
winning cinematographer who 
has worked on such documen-
taries as Fahrenheit 9/11 and 
Citizenfour, has created a col-
lage from outtakes she’s shot 
across a globe-trotting 25-year 
career, and the result is “one of the most original, 
challenging, sometimes infuriating documentaries of 
recent times.” It’s several movies in one, but the pay-
off is “worth any effort the journey may require.” 
Certain scenes, shot in Bosnia or Darfur or Nigeria, 

seem meaningless out of context, 
said Mike D’Angelo in AVClub 
.com. But Cameraperson “offers 
enough singular, rarely seen 
moments to compensate for the 
overall messiness,” and Johnson’s 
off-camera gasps, laughs, and 
occasional interjections “tell 
a story on their own.” The 
whole movie becomes a form of 
memoir, said Randall Colburn 

in ConsequenceOfSound.net. But while Johnson 
includes footage of her own children and ailing 
mother, she also keeps herself offscreen and lets her 
film fragments play like the viewer’s own memories. 
“It’s rare that a memoir can be this universal.”

Bridget 
Jones’s Baby

A 40-something’s stumble 
toward motherhood

Directed by  
Sharon Maguire

(R)

Review of reviews: Film24 ARTS  

New on DVD and Blu-ray
The Fits  
(Oscilloscope, $35) 
Anna Rose Holmer’s debut feature is a 
“nearly perfect” movie, said The Boston 
Globe. The story of an 11-year-old black girl 
in Cincinnati who quits boxing to join older 
girls on a competitive drill team, it is “made 
with such assurance that every shot holds 
weight and widens your heart.”

Chimes at Midnight  
(Criterion, $30)  
It’s high time that cinema lovers recognized 
the “eccentric genius” of this 1965 Orson 
Welles movie, said the Los Angeles Times. 
The director himself stars as Falstaff, the 
drunkard in several Shakespeare plays, and 
his “striking” compositions and “offbeat” 
editing boost the film’s magic.

The People v. O.J. Simpson 
(20th Century Fox, $40)  
This Emmy-nominated American Crime 
Story series “turned well-trod history into 
incredible entertainment,” said EW.com. As 
dramatized in the show’s 10 episodes, the 
1995 murder trial of O.J. Simpson “crackles 
with timely issues.” It’s “an enthralling rec-
ollection of a tragic mess.” 
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Sully

A veteran airline pilot 
becomes a reluctant hero.

Directed by  
Clint Eastwood

(PG-13)

Cameraperson

The self-portrait of  
a lifelong observer

Directed by  
Kirsten Johnson

(Not rated)

Zellweger, Firth, and Dempsey (right)

Hanks (right): Competence personified

Johnson on location
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The Good Place 
There’s nothing like an appealing, offbeat new 
comedy series to put you in a good place. In the 
latest from Parks and Recreation creator Mike 
Schur, the reliably winning Kristen Bell (Veronica 
Mars) plays a narcissist who dies and is sent to 
a sunny afterlife because she’s been mistaken for 
an accomplished do-gooder. Playing her heav-
enly mentor, Ted Danson proves charming, too. 
Monday, Sept. 19, at 10 p.m. and Thursday, 
Sept. 22, at 8:30 p.m., NBC

Empire 
Who was that who fell from a terrace at the end 
of Season 2? For Fox’s hit drama series about 
a hip-hop-industry family dynasty, that’s just 
background noise to what Lucious Lyons, his ex-
wife, and their sons will be getting up to. Taraji 
P. Henson’s Cookie is being courted by a hand-
some pol (Taye Diggs) while one son is recovering 
from being shot and another from being left at 
the altar. Mariah Carey and Phylicia Rashad will 
guest star. Wednesday, Sept. 21, at 9 p.m., Fox

Designated Survivor 
Kiefer Sutherland is battling terrorists again, but 
in a role very unlike the one that won him an 
Emmy. In a series inspired by real-life Wash ing-
ton protocol, the former 24 star plays a mild-  
 mannered HUD secretary who becomes the 
na tion’s commander in chief overnight when he’s 
the Cabinet member chosen to be sequestered dur-
ing a State of the Union address that’s interrupted 
by a bombing. With Natascha McElhone and Kal 
Penn. Wednesday, Sept. 21, at 10 p.m., ABC

Pitch 
Give the kid a full season. In this new sports 
drama series, Kylie Bunbury plays a young 
woman who becomes the first player to break 
baseball’s gender barrier, and the actress might 
just be a bright enough talent to carry the show 
past its early jitters. Bunbury’s Ginny Baker, a 
character inspired by recent Little League phenom 
Mo’ne Davis, is a pitcher armed with a wicked 
screwball. But when control issues mar Baker’s 
Jackie Robinson moment, she is forced to dig 
deep. Thursday, Sept. 22, at 9 p.m., Fox

Television  ARTS 25

The Week’s guide to what’s worth watching
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Monday, Sept. 19 
Bus Stop 

Marilyn Monroe demon-
strates a knack for serious 
drama playing a lounge 
singer who’s courted by 
a rodeo cowboy. (1956) 
8 p.m., TCM

Tuesday, Sept. 20 
Mon Oncle 

A boy stuck in a rules-laden 
new modernist home looks 
to an uncle for relief in a 
Jacques Tati comedy that 
won a foreign-language 
Oscar. (1958) 8 p.m., TCM

Wednesday. Sept. 21  
Casino 

Robert De Niro and Sharon 
Stone co-star in Martin 
Scorsese’s crime epic as a 
mobbed-up casino operator 
and the former prostitute 
he marries. (1995) 6 p.m., 
Sundance

Thursday, Sept. 22 
Lost in Translation 

Bill Murray and Scarlett 
Johansson play bored Yanks 
who develop an unlikely 
friendship while staying at a 
Tokyo hotel. Sofia Coppola 
directs. (2003) 10 p.m., the 
Movie Channel

Friday, Sept. 23  
Terminator 2: Judgment Day 

In a sci-fi thriller that gives 
sequels a good name, 
Arnold Schwarzenegger is 
a cyborg from the future 
that travels back in time to 
protect a boy destined to 
become a hero if he lives. 
With Linda Hamilton. (1991) 
6:40 p.m., Encore

Saturday, Sept. 24  
Steve Jobs 

A clever Aaron Sorkin 
screenplay puts the Apple 
co-founder through some 
heavy changes in a biopic 
that never found an audi-
ence. Michael Fassbender 
and Kate Winslet co-star. 
(2015) 8 p.m., HBO

Sunday, Sept. 25  
Mad Max: Fury Road 

Max rides shotgun to 
Charlize Theron’s formi-
dable Furiosa in a dazzlingly 
kinetic addition to a post-
apocalyptic action franchise. 
(2015) 10 p.m., Cinemax 

Movies on TV

NBC’s buzzed-about new series looks a lot like 
the heir apparent to the network’s heartstring-
pulling hit Parenthood. Its featured characters 
are bringing babies into the world, dealing with 
body-image issues, or probing old wounds. 
If this were just another ensemble drama, the 
crack cast—which includes Mandy Moore, Milo 
Ventimiglia (Heroes), and Sterling K. Brown 
(The People v. O.J. Simpson)—might be reason 
enough to tune in weekly with a box of tissues. 
But there’s a twist—beautifully revealed in the 
premiere—that lends the series extra promise. 
Tuesday, Sept. 20, at 10 p.m., NBC

Show of the week

Brown (right) undertakes a roots quest.

This Is Us

Transparent 
For two seasons, Jeffrey Tambor’s Maura 
Pfefferman (née Mort) has been so busy with the 
particulars of gender transition that she’s scarcely 
had time to consider what kind of woman she 
would like to be. Perhaps the sexual encounter 
she had with Anjelica Huston’s Vicki has been 
freeing, because as the new season begins, Maura 
is ready to explore her maternal side, and also 
what it takes to feel beautiful. Available for 
streaming Friday, Sept. 23, Amazon

Other highlights 
Brooklyn Nine-Nine 
Andy Samberg’s Detective Peralta and the rest 
of New York City’s kookiest cops return for a 
fourth season. Guest stars will include Maya 
Rudolph and Parks and Recreation’s Jim O’Heir. 
Tuesday, Sept. 20, at 8 p.m., Fox

Speechless 
ABC’s Wednesday lineup of quirky family 
comedies gets stronger as Minnie Driver steps 
up to play the overbearing mother of a boy 
with cerebral palsy. Wednesday, Sept. 21, at 
8:30 p.m., ABC

Queen Sugar 
Gorgeous and original since its debut, the new 
drama series from Oprah Winfrey and director 
Ava DuVernay gathers momentum as a troubled 
son takes control of the family sugarcane farm. 
Wednesday, Sept. 21, at 10 p.m., OWN

Sutherland and McElhone in Designated Survivor 
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Sparkling red wines have more history 
and character than most people know, 
said Susan Gordon in Eater.com. Italy’s 
lambruscos, when made right, are not 
just dry but also “grippy, bitter, and fra-
grant.” A sparkling shiraz from Australia 
can get downright “brawny.” Bottles 
like the three below can be just what 
you need when you’re “stretching these 

fading days of summer into the irst 
warm days of fall.”
Fattoria Moretto Lambrusco Graspa-
rossa di Castelvetro ($20). A bone-
dry organic lambrusco, this “fresh 
and earthy” wine is “an intriguing 
mix of tangy red cherries and 
roasted red pepper �avors.”
Aliança Tinto Bruto Reserva ($14). 
This Portuguese sparkler, made 
from baga and tempranillo, deliv-
ers “a funky, tart mix of plums, 
cherries, and thyme.” 
Paringa Sparkling Shiraz ($15). 
This Australian bubbly “tastes of 
berry jams and dusty spices along 
with milk chocolate and menthol.” 
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Wine: Reds that bubble
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Boulder, Colo., is “an exceptionally easygoing 
place to hang out,” said Melissa Coleman in The 
New York Times. Once crowned by Bon Appetit 
as “the foodiest town in America,” the city of 
100,000 continues to create new ways to serve 
locals—including university students—who like 
their food farm fresh but without a lot of pricey 
showmanship.
Next Door This ive-year-old operation is the 
walk-in, pub-style option in a cluster of three hip 
dining and drinking spots that Elon Musk’s brother 
Kimbal launched more than a decade ago. Musk’s 
�agship, the Kitchen, makes Monday community 
night, encouraging strangers to share a $35-a-person four-course family meal. At Next 
Door, the “equally tasty” menu is kept everyday-affordable, and the cocktails alone are 
worth a visit. 1035 Pearl St., (720) 542-8159
Lucile’s Creole Café At Boulder’s favorite brunch spot, you might have to wait, but there’s 
nothing wrong with soaking up the Colorado sun in the heart of Pearl Street’s brick-
paved pedestrian mall, and “soon you’ll be enjoying New Orleans beignets covered in 
a blizzard of powdered sugar and the Cajun Breakfast with hollandaise sauce over eggs, 
red beans, and grits.” Plus a Bloody Mary, no doubt. 2124 14th St., (303) 442-4743
Julia’s Kitchen A “true gem,” this little lunch and breakfast place has to be “the foodi-
est restaurant in America’s foodiest city,” said Boulder Weekly. “It’s hard to imagine 
a restaurant taking more care with the quality of their ingredients than they do at 
Julia’s,” and the staff’s commitment to vegan, organic, and gluten-free is “unparalleled.” 
3980 Broadway, Ste. 104, (720) 389-5578

Think of the humble ear of corn 
as “the mountain South’s defining 
food,” said Ronni Lundy in Victuals: 
An Appalachian Journey (Clarkson 
Potter). Settlers of the Appalachians 
didn’t have wide-open spaces in which 
they could grow wheat, but they did 
have the New World’s answer to 
wheat, and it could thrive on a small 
patch just outside a farmhouse door. 
Corn could serve as either vegetable 
or grain; it “made amazing liquor,” of 
course; and it contributed mightily to 
the entire nation’s ethos of self-reliance.

The corn bread crust that tops this 
“hills and holler variation” on shepherd’s 
pie is based on the bread my Kentucky par-
ents and grandparents made. Appalachian 
corn bread is more salty than sweet—it 
was, after all, folks’ daily bread. This sim-
ple recipe “ups the savor” of a shepherd’s 
pie by using sausage instead of beef or 
lamb. If you want a creamier crust, feel free 
to add ¼ to ½ cup more buttermilk. “Just 
don’t add sugar.”

Recipe of the week
Root and sausage pie
For filling
1 lb bulk breakfast sausage
½ medium yellow onion, chopped
1 cup chicken, vegetable, or beef broth

Sausage pie: A one-pan dinner as American as Appalachia

1 tsp sweet paprika
½ tsp salt
2 cups chopped parsnips
1 cup chopped carrots
1 cup chopped turnips

For topping
1 cup stone-ground cornmeal
1 tsp salt
½ tsp baking powder
½ tsp baking soda
1¼ cups whole buttermilk

Preheat oven to 425, then prepare filling: 
Heat a large ovenproof skillet over high 
heat and add sausage, breaking it into 

½-inch pieces with a spoon as it 
cooks. When meat begins to release 
its juices, add onion and stir. Fry until 
meat has begun to brown and onion 
has softened and started to turn 
translucent, about 5 minutes. Transfer 
meat-and-onion mixture to a bowl. 
Return skillet to medium-high heat 
and deglaze it with the broth, stir-
ring to dissolve the brown bits. Stir in 
paprika and salt, then add parsnips, 
carrots, and turnips. Bring to a sim-
mer, then cover. Cook until vegetables 
are just tender, about 7 minutes. 
Remove skillet from heat, and stir in 
the sausage and onions. Set aside.

In a bowl, blend cornmeal, salt, baking pow-
der, and baking soda. Add buttermilk, stir-
ring well. The mixture should be thick but 
pourable. Starting at outside rim of skillet 
and moving inward, pour corn bread batter 
evenly over sausage and vegetables. Use a 
spatula to smooth over any empty places, 
covering the top completely with batter.

Place skillet in oven and bake 15 minutes, 
or until batter is set. If top crust is not 
invitingly flecked with browned spots, put 
skillet under broiler for 1 minute. Watch 
carefully, as it can quickly go from brown 
to burned. Dish it up hot, straight from the 
skillet. Serves 6.

The mountains contribute the corn bread top.  

Boulder: The Rockies’ laid-back culinary draw

Counter life at Next Door
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“Oman isn’t exactly an obvious des-
tination for Americans,” said Hanya 
Yanagihara in Condé Nast Traveler. 
But don’t make any assumptions about 
this Arab country of 5 million based 
on its neighbors Saudi Arabia, Yemen, 
and Iran. Oman is “not just a literal 
oasis but also a geopolitical one,” 
maintaining friendly relations with 
the U.S. and welcoming tourists from 
around the world. I visited the coun-
try earlier this year, and it proved a 
revelation: “a safe, secure patch of the 
Middle East that’s not only an antidote 
to the glittery artifice of Dubai but also 
a series of astonishing topographies”—
beaches, mountain ranges, and broad des-
ert among them.

Muscat, the capital, is not much to look 
at, beyond its main attraction, the Sultan 
Qaboos Grand Mosque. Built in honor 
of Oman’s 75-year-old ruler, the building 
houses the world’s second-largest carpet, 
as well as a 46-foot-tall chandelier, and the 

This week’s dream: Oman, the Middle East’s hidden oasis
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Looking out over San Fran-
cisco Bay from a guest room 
here, “you feel like you’re on 
a cruise, not in a hotel,” said 
Laurie Werner in Forbes.com. 
The city is just a ferry ride 
away, and the nearby streets 
of Sausalito are “packed with 
galleries and shops,” but 
“quite a few guests” choose 
in the end to “spend hours 
just reclining on their terraces 
staring out.” There’s no res-
taurant on site, but you can 
count on a lovely continental 
breakfast in the morning. 
And if the view leaves you 
too bedazzled to remember 
to order in, you can sustain 
yourself on complimentary 
wine and cheese.
innabovetide.com; doubles 
from $385

Hotel of the week

Sylva, N.C., is “a kind of Asheville lite,” said 
John Bordsen in The Washington Post. Fans of 
that Blue Ridge Mountains mecca who are tired 
of the crowds should check out this small college 
town an hour away. As in Asheville, the main 
street in Sylva is lined with bookstores, cafés, gal-
leries, and antique shops. You can break for bar-
becue, mango-pork tacos, or a tahini-kale salad 
at one of the many local restaurants, and “there’s 
not a franchise outlet among them.” Sylva’s best 
quality, though, is its laid-back air, evident in the 
bookstore owner who works barefoot and in the 
long braided beards of the food truck cooks. The 
town, which nestles between the Great Balsam 
and Plott Balsam mountains, is also an outdoor-
recreation haven. Without leaving the town itself, 
my son and I enjoyed a strenuous hike to a 5,000-
foot peak, and at the summit picked our way 
through blossoming rhododendron to take in a 
stunning view. Honestly, “we may be hooked.”

Getting the flavor of...

A corner suite near sea level

Last-minute travel deals
Quiet time on Block Island 
Through Oct. 6, get away to 
quaint Block Island, off the 
Rhode Island coast, and pay 
just $369 a couple for a two-
night weekday stay at the 
Harborside Inn. Offer includes 
ferry tickets, bike rentals, and 
$100 in dinner vouchers. 
blockislandreservations.com 

Turks and Caicos 
Escape to Turks and Caicos this 
November or December and 
save 40 percent on ocean-view 
suites at the Seven Stars Resort 
& Spa. Rates are $570 a night if 
you book by Sept. 30, and you 
get a $75 resort credit when 
booking five nights. 
sevenstarsgracebay.com

Galápagos getaway  
Save 20 percent on select 
seven-night cruises in the 
Galápagos. A round-trip excur-
sion from San Cristóbal on the 
20-passenger M/V Origin starts 
at $5,040 per person, double 
occupancy. Includes departures 
on Sept. 25, Oct. 9, and Oct. 23.  
adventure-life.com 

mood among the many visitors is “festive, 
even joyful.” It was only a two-hour drive 
to my luxury hotel in Jabal Akhdar, a beau-
tiful mountain region where a vista here 
and there “looks as if the Grand Canyon 
and the Rockies have been photoshopped 
into one extravagant image.” I was too 
early for the region’s rose harvest, but apri-
cot trees were budding, and “sun-drunk 

bees” wobbled from blossom to blos-
som. As I breathed in the smell of 
hot, dry earth, the world of skyscrap-
ers felt very far away.

I needed to see the desert, so I 
arranged to spend a night in a tent 
on the Wahiba Sands. Standing in 
that majestic landscape, amid its 
“swooping parabolas of apricot-
colored sand,” I found the silence 
almost overwhelming. A ferocious 
dust storm forced us into our tents 
that night, but when the storm died, 
the air was cool, and I could see 
camels in the far distance. Even I 

can’t believe that I was swimming alone 
two days later just off a white-sand beach 
on the Persian Gulf. At the Musandam 
Peninsula resort I’d chosen, the sea was 
“the kind of blue you find only in chil-
dren’s drawings.” Sometimes, “I wonder if 
I dreamed the whole episode.”
At Alila Jabal Akhdar (alilahotels.com), 
 villas start at $415.

North Carolina’s other mountain hub

When you take a berth on a Maine Windjammer, 
you’re “at the whim of wind and tide,” said Dale 
Leatherman in the Minneapolis Star Tribune. 
The old-fashioned sailing ships—nine in all—
have been offering cruises along the Maine coast 
for years, but none of the multiday adventures 
is charted precisely beforehand, because each is 
“an affable dance with Mother Nature.” I chose 
the Angelique (sailangelique.com), a beautiful 
95-foot schooner with eye-catching red sails. 
As we left Camden Harbor, even novices were 
invited to help with the lines, and our captain 
happily handed the helm to a thrilled amateur 
sailor. Weaving between islands, we all chatted 
on deck while watching for seals and bald eagles. 
Our nights were spent in quiet harbors, and 
before we retired to our cabins, the crew fed us 
well. One evening, we rowed dinghies to a small 
island where our dinner was cooked over a drift-
wood fire. “Lobster never tasted so good.”

Sailing Maine’s rocky coast

Sausalito, Calif.

Inn Above Tide

The Sultan Qaboos Grand Mosque in Muscat
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The best of...LED bulbs 

Consumer

Motor Trend

“It’s no exaggeration to say the DB11 is the 
most important new car in Aston Martin’s 
history.” A tiny, cash-strapped company 
for most of its history, the storied British 
automaker last year unveiled an ambitious 
plan to roll out seven new vehicles by 
2020. The DB11 leads the way, and it’s an 
“impressively accomplished,” impressively 
complete grand tourer. For once, Aston 
Martin has rolled out an all-new product, 
and “there are no eccentricities to excuse.”

The Wall Street Journal

Driving this “big, voluptuous” road car is 
“like saddling up on He-Man’s Battle Cat.” 

Purists might object to the engine’s twin 
turbochargers, but the new 600-hp V-12 
can get you to 60 mph in 3.9 seconds and 
accelerate from there with the authority 
of a luxury powerboat. The switchgear is 
now Mercedes-sourced, but not the hand-
stitched leather, which can be trimmed in 
broguing like an English wingtip. “Your 
Gran Turismo awaits, sire.” 

Autoweek

The DB11 isn’t the fastest vehicle you can 
buy at its price level, “but there’s more to 
a car than performance i gures.” This one 
feels as if every inch of it was designed 
by people who care, and “with its balance 

of performance, comfort, and nose-to-tail 
beauty,” it is everything a 21st-century 
Aston Martin should be.  

28 LEISURE  

Tip of the week...
How to limit flight-delay costs  

Your phone...
How to make an old iPhone last

And for those who have 
everything...

“Is this the aromatic 
equivalent of Love Potion 
No. 9?” The fragrance 
Molecule 01 smells like 
nothing, yet it’s said 
that catching a whiff of 
someone wearing it can 
turn a bystander feral, its 
pheromone-like quali-
ties attracting responses 
that “range from insistent 
inquiries to marriage proposals.” Developed 
by indie perfumer Escentric Molecules, 
Molecule 01 is virtually a straight dose of 
Iso E Super, a common perfume ingredient 
that has a subtle woody aroma but arguably 
makes everyone smell more like themselves. 
Jay Z, Beyoncé, and Kate Moss all wear 
it—despite selling their own eponymous 
scents—so there must be something to it.
$135 for 3.5 � . oz., barneys.com

Source: TownAndCountryMag.com

Ask for a refund. If your flight gets 
canceled or “severely” delayed (usually a 
two-hour delay qualifies), you can ask for 
a refund and expect to get one, even on a 
“nonrefundable” fare.

Buy travel insurance. Policies don’t often 
cover tours, cruises, or hotel cancellation 
fees, but they will cover meals, hotel rooms, 
and the extra money you spend to get to 
your destination.

Check for credit card coverage. Some 
credit cards (including Chase Sapphire and 
some associated with airlines) offer protec-
tion for certain types of trip delays—if you 
used the card to pay. Typically, you can 
claim up to $500 for associated expenses. 

Exploit Europe’s generosity. The EU 
compensates passengers when delays are 
caused by an airline failure, like a computer 
meltdown, so you’re covered anytime you 
fly from the EU or on an EU airline. 
Source: New York Post

Fix that screen. Chances are you don’t 
need a $650 iPhone 7, even if your 6 has a 
broken screen. A pro will replace the screen 
for $100 to $150.

Help your battery. An old battery some-
times drains quickly. To help it, turn down 
your brightness and  enable Low Power 
Mode. Still not cutting it? Buy a $100 case 
from Mophie or Apple that has a backup 
battery. 

Keep it clean. Dust and lint “can lead to all 
sorts of malfunctions,” so use a toothpick to 
clear the headphone and charging ports.

Free up space. Stop annoying storage 
alerts by deleting all your old text messages, 
voicemails, podcasts, playlists, and apps.

Reset it. Phone acting buggy? Double-tap 
the home button and close all open apps. If 
that doesn’t help, reset the phone by holding 
down the home and sleep buttons. Research 
and try “factory reset” only as a last resort. 
Source: Thrillist.com

The 2017 Aston Martin DB11: What the critics say

A regal grand tourer, from $211,995

Walmart Great Value 
LED 60W Equivalent
In recent years, energy-
efi cient LED bulbs have 
plummeted in price. 
This soft white 10-watt 
option “hits all the 
marks that make a bulb 
great,” dimming rela-
tively evenly and lasting 
up to 25,000 hours.
$4, walmart.com

Source: TheSweethome 

.com

Philips Dimmable 
60W Equivalent
The step up in price for 
this Philips is “well worth 
it if you plan on dim-
ming your lights.” Many 
LEDs dim moderately 
well, but in our tests, the 
Philips “produced little 
to no detectable buzz or 
� icker—even with older 
switches.”
$8.50, amazon.com

Source: CNET.com

Lifx Color 1000
The Lifx is “awfully 
expensive,” but this 
color-changing Wi-Fi-
enabled smart bulb can 
take on 16 million dif-
ferent hues, with more 
accurate color rendition 
than its direct competi-
tors. It’s also brighter, 
more efi cient, and 
easier to use.
$60, lifx.com

Source: CNET.com

Philips Hue White E26 
Sold separately or in a 
$79 starter kit, the Hue 
White 26 represents 
“the best way to bring 
smart lighting to your 
home on a reasonable 
budget.” A control hub 
in the starter kit lets 
you control up to 50 
Hue bulbs with a smart-
phone app.
$15, meethue.com

Source: PCMag.com

GE Reveal BR30
Among indoor LED 
� oodlights, this 65-watt- 
equivalent GE bulb out-
performs all rivals on 
color quality and dim-
mability, and “it isn’t 
all that close.” It uses 
slightly more energy, 
but “it’ll make the col-
ors in your home look 
more vivid.”
$16, amazon.com

Source: CNET.com  
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For over 25 years, The Great Courses has brought 
the world’s foremost educators to millions who 
want to go deeper into the subjects that matter 
most. No exams. No homework. Just a world of 
knowledge available anytime, anywhere. Download 
or stream to your laptop or PC, or use our free 
mobile apps for iPad, iPhone, or Android. Over 550 
courses available at www.TheGreatCourses.com.

Sacred Texts of the World

Taught by Professor Grant Hardy
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT ASHEVILLE

LECTURE TITLES

1. Reading Other People’s Scriptures

2. Hinduism and the Vedas

3. What Is Heard—Upanishads

4. What Is Remembered—Epics

5. Laws of Manu and Bhagavad Gita

6. Related Traditions—Sikh Scriptures

7. Judaism—People of the Book

8. Five Books of Torah

9. Prophets and Writings

10. Apocrypha and Dead Sea Scrolls

11. Oral Torah—Mishnah and Talmud

12. Related Traditions—Zoroastrian Scriptures

13. The Three Baskets of Buddhism

14. Vinaya and Jataka

15. Theravada Sutras

16. Mahayana Sutras

17. Pure Land Buddhism and Zen

18. Tibetan Vajrayana

19. Related Traditions—Jain Scriptures

20. Five Confucian Classics

21. Four Books of Neo-Confucianism

22. Daoism and the Daodejing

23. The Three Caverns of Daoist Scriptures

24. Related Traditions—Shinto and Tenrikyo

25. Christian Testaments Old and New

26. Gospels and Acts

27. Letters and Apocalypse

28. Apocryphal Gospels

29. Related Traditions—Mormon Scriptures

30. Islam and Scriptural Recitation

31. Holy Qur’an

32. Hadith and Sufi sm

33. Related Traditions—Baha’i Scriptures

34. Abandoned Scriptures—Egyptian and Mayan

35. Secular Scripture—U.S. Constitution

36. Heavenly Books, Earthly Connections

Sacred Texts of the World
Course no. 6160 | 36 lectures (30 minutes/lecture)

Explore the World of 
Religious Writings
Throughout history, religious expression has been an essential 
human activity, deeply influencing the development of cultures and 
civilizations. With few exceptions, humanity’s religions are grounded 
in their sacred texts—writings that crystallize the principles and vision 
of the faiths, forming the basis of belief and action. These are texts that 
people around the world live by and, at times, are willing to die for.

Now, in Sacred Texts of the World, Professor Grant Hardy of the 
University of North Carolina at Asheville takes you deeply into the 
world canon of sacred writings that have played an integral role in 
human culture and history. Covering a wide spectrum of texts, the 
course examines the scriptures of seven major religious traditions, as 
well as nine lesser-known or smaller faiths, including sacred writings 
from the ancient Egyptian and Mayan civilizations. These 36 lectures 
provide insights into world cultures and the meaning of religious faith.

Of er expires 10/07/16

THEGREATCOURSES.COM/5WEEK

1-800-832-2412

+$15 Shipping, Processing, and Lifetime Satisfaction Guarantee

+$10 Shipping, Processing, and Lifetime Satisfaction Guarantee

Priority Code: 133505
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Best properties on the market

1  Rehoboth 

Beach  This 8,000- 
square-foot house 
between Reho both 
Bay and the Atlan-
tic Ocean boasts 
direct water views. 
The six-bedroom 
home has a chef’s 
kitchen, an eleva-
tor, vaulted ceilings, and 
a master bedroom with 
walk-in closets and two 
bathrooms. The exterior 
includes multiple balco-
nies and a rooftop deck. 
$4,399,000. Lisa Barros, 
Ocean Atlantic/Sotheby’s 
International Realty, 
(302) 227-6767

3  Montchanin  Rock Spring is a four-bedroom 
estate set on 10.9 acres that were part of a land 
grant given to William Penn by King Charles II. 
The 1930 stone home was renovated in 2007 and 
has coffered ceilings, original millwork, French 
doors, and a master suite overlooking the pool. 
The property includes a separate apartment, a 
veranda, tennis courts, and gardens. $4,300,000. 
Laird Bunch, Brandy wine Fine Properties/ 
Sotheby’s International Realty, (302) 654-6500

2  Wilmington  This colonial 
home sits in the Highlands 
neighborhood of the state’s 
biggest city. Built in 1900, the 
five-bedroom house features 
hardwood floors, crown mold-
ing, a library, and a master suite 
with a bright den that includes 
a fireplace. The property has a 
large, heated garage with a 
1,000-square-foot second floor. 
$810,000. Stephen  Mottola, 
Long & Foster/Christie’s 
 Inter national Real Estate, 
(302) 437-6600

This week: Homes in Delaware
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Best properties on the market

5  Dagsboro  Sitting along the shore of 
Indian River Bay, this four-bedroom house is 
about 20 minutes from the Atlantic Ocean. 
Details include a formal dining room, a 
chef’s kitchen, a sunroom with a fireplace, 
and a ground-floor master suite with a 
soaking tub. The property features a pool, a 
patio, and a 25-foot boat slip. $1,195,000. 
Allison Stine, Long & Foster/Christie’s Inter-
national Real Estate, (302) 280-5487

6  Newark  This three-bedroom home lies on a wooded double 
lot. Built in 1984, the house features six fireplaces, a round 
room with a glass ceiling, a spiral staircase, an elevator, and an 
indoor pool. A hallway leads from the main house to a room 
called the Treehouse, which has floor-to-ceiling windows and 
a wooden doomed roof. $699,000. Jack Teague, Patterson-
Schwartz Real Estate, (302) 254-6598

4  Fenwick Island  The 
beach is just steps from 
this six-bedroom con-
temporary home. Details 
include vaulted ceilings, 
two master bedrooms, 
and a great room with a 
balcony and floor-to-ceil-
ing windows. A large deck 
with a patio area wraps 
the front of the house. 
$1,899,999. Vickie York, 
Vickie York at the beach 
REALTY, (302) 542-4457

7  Lewes  This three-bedroom colonial farmhouse was built in 
1792. The home includes four fireplaces, the original wide-plank 
floors, exposed beams, central air, and an updated cedar shake roof. 
The 2-acre property comes with a horse permit and the potential 
for commercial use. $449,900. Lisa Nicoletti, Ocean Atlantic/ 
Sotheby’s International Realty, (302) 227-6767 

Steal of the week
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“Eight bears with a 
demonstrated aptitude 
for raiding trash cans, 
breaking into parked 
vehicles, or burgling 
chicken coops have 
seen their skills put to 
use as product testers,” 
said Harriet Torry in The 
Wall Street Journal. 
Outdoor companies 
hoping to market 
their coolers, camp-
ing equipment, and 
trash bins as “bear-
resistant” must first 
submit their products 
to a 60- minute mauling 
session with the resi-
dents of the Grizzly and 
Wolf Discovery Center 
outside Yellowstone 
National Park. The bears, 
who can no longer live 
in the wild because of 
their taste for human 
food, bite, claw, and 
smash their way into 
test items that bear 
keepers fill with treats 
like peanut butter and 
fish. The center tests 40 
to 80 products per year, 
charging manufactur-
ers $500 for the bears’ 
services. One grizzly, 
Kobuk, has become so 
skilled at defeating lids, 
latches, and casings that 
he’s been nicknamed 
“The Destroyer.” 

Is your product  
tough? Ask a bear.

BUSINESS

“Middle-class Americans and 
the poor enjoyed their best 
year of economic improvement 
in decades in 2015,” said Jim 
Tankersley in The Washington 
Post. Median household income 
hit $56,500 last year, up from 
$53,700 in 2014, the Census 
Bureau reported this week. The 
5.2 percent  uptick—fueled by an 
improving job market, low infla-
tion, and rising wages—is the biggest increase 
since the bureau began tracking median income 
in the 1960s. The poverty rate also fell by 1.2 
percent, “the steepest decline since 1968.” In 
 inflation-adjusted terms, the average household 
still makes 1.6 percent less than it did in 2007. 
But economic officials hailed the report as clear 

evidence of progress. “Everything 
you look at is what you’d want 
to see or better,” said Jason 
Furman, chairman of Obama’s 
Council of Economic Advisers.

“The improvement was across 
the board to a remarkable 
degree,” said Neil Irwin in The 
New York Times. “Incomes rose 
for black families, white families, 

Hispanic families, and Asian-American families. It 
rose for young people and in households headed 
by middle-aged adults and older people.” And 
there’s little reason to think the figures are a sta-
tistical aberration. A broad swath of recent data 
suggests that incomes “have finally started to rise 
in a meaningful way.”

Economy: Big bump for middle-class incomes

Health: Weight Watchers’ Oprah bump fades 
“Oprah Winfrey’s halo effect on Weight Watchers is disappearing fast,” 
said Matt Krantz in USA Today. Shares in the struggling diet-program 
company slumped this week after CEO James Chambers announced 
his resignation, effective at the end of this month. Weight Watchers 
stock surged last October after Winfrey took a 10 percent stake in the 
company and a seat on the board. But shares have plunged 66 percent 
since November—the company’s post-Oprah peak—with flat revenue 
and the company struggling to reinvent its pricey diet program amid 
competition from no-cost weight-loss apps.

Tech: Airbnb unveils anti-bias measures 
After months of criticism, Airbnb is cracking down on discrimination 
by its hosts, said Deborah Todd in Reuters.com. In a report released 
last week, the online rental marketplace announced a series of changes 
to its platform meant to discourage racial bias. Airbnb says it will 
downplay the use of user photos on its website and increase the avail-
ability of instant bookings. It will also prevent hosts from booking 
guests if they have previously told someone their listing is unavailable 
for the same time frame. 

Energy: New Texas oil field discovery 
Oil-and-gas giant Apache Corp. is trumpeting what could be “one of the 
biggest energy finds of the past decade,” said Bradley Olson and Erin 
Ailworth in The Wall Street Journal. Apache announced last week that 
its discovery of a new oil field in West Texas reveals the equivalent of at 
least 2 billion barrels of oil. “Conservative estimates” put the oil field’s 
value at $8 billion, though Apache says it could ultimately be worth 10 
times more. Some analysts caution that “oil and gas discoveries touted 
as game changers have historically produced less than advertised.”

Agriculture: Bayer clinches Monsanto takeover 
Bayer sealed the deal for Monsanto this week, said Camila Domonoske 
in NPR.org. The German pharmaceutical and chemical company’s 
$66 billion takeover of U.S. agribusiness giant Monsanto “will create the 
world’s largest supplier of seeds and agricultural chemicals.” The final 
purchase price is $4 billion more than Bayer’s original bid in May, mak-
ing Monsanto the largest-ever foreign acquisition by a German company. 
The deal, which still has to win regulatory approval, is the latest in a 
“wave of consolidation” among companies that sell seeds and pesticides 
to farmers, including DuPont’s proposed merger with Dow Chemical. 
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Major gains across the board

The legal marijuana indus-
try in the U.S. could grow 
to be worth $50 billion over 
the next decade, eight times 
its current size, according 
to a recent market analysis. 
Nine states have pot-related 
initiatives on the ballot this 
November, five to legalize the 
drug for all adults and four to 
allow it for medical use. 
Bloomberg.com

Openings for manufac-
turing jobs have averaged 
353,000 a month this year, 
the highest level in 15 years. 
Many employers say they’re 
having a difficult time find-
ing workers with the skills 
needed to fill today’s increas-
ingly technology-focused 
manufacturing roles.  
The Wall Street Journal

This month’s bankruptcy of 
Hanjin Shipping, the world’s 
seventh-biggest container 
shipper, has left $14 billion in 

cargo stranded at sea, 
as ports worldwide 
refuse to admit Hanjin 
ships over fears that 
docking firms will 
not be paid. The 
South Korean firm 
says it will take as 
much as $154.5 mil-
lion to unload its 

ships’ 400,000 stranded 
cargo containers.  
Reuters.com

The stigma of a headline-
grabbing scandal sticks with 
a company’s managers, even 
if they had nothing to do 
with it. Executives who have 
scandal-plagued companies 
on their résumés are paid 
nearly 4 percent less for 
future jobs than their peers, 
new research shows.  
Harvard Business Review

Mandatory paid sick leave 
appears to be faring well 
in New York City, by far the 
biggest of 26 U.S. cities to 
have passed such legislation. 
In a survey of city businesses, 
85 percent of employers said 
the 2013 law had had no ef-
fect on their business costs, 
91 percent reported no reduc-
tion in hiring, and 94 percent 
said there had been no effect 
on business productivity. 
Slate.com 

The bottom line
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Making money

I’ll say this for scammers: They don’t dis-
criminate, said Kelly Phillips Erb in Forbes 
.com. Whereas swindlers once had to make 
individual calls themselves, criminals today 
rely on robocalling technology to cast a wide 
net for victims. Last month, this tax attorney 
and financial journalist received no fewer 
than three urgent voicemails claiming to be 
from the IRS. All of them demanded that I 
call back immediately to settle my bill, or else 
face a lawsuit. Of course, it wasn’t true. The 
IRS doesn’t call about taxes owed without 
sending a notice first, and it never demands 
payment over the phone. But apparently the grift works, no mat-
ter “how ridiculous the scam sounds.” In just one outrageous 
example, the IRS says at least 328 people this year paid a total 
of $1.4 million to scammers who demanded tax payments made 
through iTunes gift cards. 

“Like legitimate marketers, the fraudulent callers try to adapt 
their message to fit the season,” said Ann Carrns in The New 
York Times. The scam du jour for this year’s back-to-school 
season apparently targeted college students and their parents, de-
manding immediate payments for a nonexistent “federal student 
tax.” The calls can be especially unsettling because scammers 
often use “spoofing” technology to make them appear on caller 
ID to be coming from the actual IRS. “When the victims call 
back, they may be threatened with arrest, deportation, or the 
revocation of their driver’s licenses.”

“Resistance is not futile,” said Michelle 
Singletary in The Washington Post. You 
can report suspected scammers online to the 
Treasury Inspector General for Tax Admin-
istration (TIGTA). Doing so helps authori-
ties combat robocalls by enabling them to 
shut down the callback numbers provided 
by the would-be fraudsters. TIGTA says it 
has disabled nearly 800 telephone numbers 
linked to scammers, representing 79 percent 
of the numbers reported. Beyond that, the 
best thing you can do if you receive a suspi-
cious call is to hang up immediately. It may 

be “tempting to toy with these scoundrels,” but telling scammers 
anything provides clues to personal information that could be 
exploited in other ways. In a few cases, frustrated fraudsters have 
even prank-called police to get SWAT teams sent to a victim’s 
home. “Don’t put yourself at risk.” 

This much is obvious: “The ‘Do Not Call’ list isn’t working any-
more,” said Mike Orcutt in TechnologyReview.com. It may stop 
legitimate telemarketers, but criminals don’t care about its restric-
tions. An industry-led “Robocall Strike Force,” headed by AT&T 
CEO Randall Stephenson, is scheduled to offer the Federal Com-
munications Commission suggestions for preventing, detecting, 
and filtering unwanted robocalls next month. But many carriers, 
because they profit from increased traffic of any kind, have little 
incentive to participate in anti-spam efforts. If the number of com-
plaints from harried customers keeps rising, “that could change.” 

Robocalls: The scourge of IRS scams
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Don’t be fooled by callers demanding cash.

IRS to stall some tax refunds 

“Some people may wait a little longer for their 
tax refunds next spring,” said Darla Mercado 
in CNBC.com. Households that file early and 
claim the earned income tax credit or the ad-
ditional child tax credit won’t receive their 
refunds until after Feb. 15 because of a new 
anti-fraud regulation that takes effect in 2017. 
The rule gives the IRS “more time to sniff 
out phony returns and prevent refunds from 
going to scammers.” But that doesn’t mean 
you shouldn’t keep filing early. Thieves rush to 
submit fake returns before actual taxpayers file 
documents. The two popular tax credits are 
among the most attractive to scammers, be-
cause they often result in a sizable refund.  

Help with at-home care 

Dependent-care flexible spending accounts 
“aren’t just for children,” said Kimberly 
Lankford in Kiplinger.com. “You can also use 
the money tax-free to cover care for other de-
pendents while you work,” such as an elderly 
parent. To qualify, the person must live with 
you and either be considered your dependent 
for tax purposes or receive more than 50 per-
cent of his or her support from you during the 
year. They must also be mentally or physically 
incapable of self-care, “which the IRS defines 

as someone who cannot dress, clean, or feed 
themselves because of physical or mental 
impairments.” You and your spouse can con-
tribute a total of up to $5,000 annually to a 
dependent-care FSA.

Employers and your credit history  

Despite what you may have heard, a low 
credit score won’t cost you a job offer, said 
Michelle Singletary in The Washington Post. 
When employers request an applicant’s 
credit history, what they receive is actually a 
“dressed down” version of the record used 
by lenders. That report does not include 
your credit score. The employer report usu-
ally includes public-record information on 
bankruptcies, liens, and judgments, but ex-
cludes a person’s age and account numbers. 
Additionally, if an employment credit report 
contributes to any decision that negatively af-
fects you, “federal law requires the company 
to give you a copy of the report along with a 
written description of your rights.”

What the experts say

Nearly 
a billion 
people 
globally 
live with-
out access 
to clean 
water, and waterborne diseases claim 
the lives of 6,000 children every day. The 
Safe Water Network (safewaternetwork 
.org), founded in 2006 by the late actor 
Paul Newman, aims to create sustainable 
safe-water projects for those in need. The 
organization’s “Safe Water Stations”—
water treatment facilities that are locally 
owned and supported—operate in more 
than 140 communities in India and Ghana, 
providing more than a quarter of a million 
people with daily access to safe water. 
Customers pay a nominal fee for water 
access, in order to keep the enterprise 
sustainable, and the organization offers 
training and tools so that locals can make 
repairs independently. Many villages see 
an 80 percent participation rate once treat-
ment centers are established. 

Charity of the week

Each charity we feature has earned a 
four-star overall rating from Charity 
Navigator, which rates not-for-profit 
organizations on the strength of their 
finances, their governance practices, 
and the transparency of their operations. 
Four stars is the group’s highest rating. 

THE WEEK September 23, 2016

Correction: In the Sept. 9 issue, The Week 
misstated how the tax deduction for home 
mortgages works. Married couples may 
deduct the interest paid on up to $1.1 million in 
mortgage debt, not the entire amount.
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Lured by the siren song of Silicon Valley, state politi-
cians make it easy to get played, said Tim Steller. 
Theranos founder Elizabeth Holmes rolled into Ari-
zona last year with a now infamous pitch: Her bio-
tech startup would revolutionize medical testing with 
its “Edison” device, which purportedly required just 
a few drops of blood to run a battery of health tests. 
The company wasn’t seeking tax breaks or incentives, 
just legislation to allow individuals to get medical 
tests without a doctor’s order. The state’s conservative 
leadership, drawn in by Holmes’ vision of a free-
market medical revolution, “quickly got on board.” 
Meanwhile, no one asked, “Does your blood-testing 

technology work?” One year later, we know the 
answer. Theranos recently voided all of the tests it 
conducted using the Edison and sent out tens of thou-
sands of corrected reports to patients and doctors. 
 Zenefits— another ethically challenged tech darling 
drawn to the state by incentives and  deregulation—
laid off most of its Arizona workforce this year after 
it was caught skirting licensing laws. But our elected 
officials keep courting flashy startups, instead of fo-
cusing on “boring but effective” economic policies. 
Alas, for many politicians, “a good show featuring a 
few well-deployed  buzzwords—disrupt, sharing, free-
market, reform”— remains irresistible. 

The path to the corner office “is a winding one,” 
said Neil Irwin. New research suggests that the 
people most likely to be hired as executives are the 
ones who have been exposed to many different 
aspects of business. A LinkedIn study of 459,000 
onetime management consultants found that having 
experience in at least one additional area of a busi-
ness improved a person’s odds of becoming a senior 
executive as much as three years of extra experience 
did. For example, someone who spent years in the 
finance department had less of a chance of becoming 
a top executive than a corporate finance specialist 
who also spent part of his career in marketing or 

engineering. “And working in four different func-
tions had nearly the same impact as getting an MBA 
from a top-five program.” More research is needed, 
but the data seem to show that success isn’t just 
about brainpower or diligently climbing the corpo-
rate ladder. Instead, it’s about accumulating diverse 
skills and pursuing opportunities and assignments 
outside one’s comfort zone. Case in point: There was 
a 53 per cent rise from 2011 to 2015 in the number 
of openings for “hybrid jobs” requiring both busi-
ness and technological acumen. “Hard work, brains, 
leadership ability, and luck” may still be important, 
but don’t underestimate the power of variety. G
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 How Theranos 
suckered 
a state
Tim Steller

Arizona Daily Star

Want to 
be CEO? 
Branch out
Neil Irwin

The New York Times

Wells Fargo has long portrayed itself 
as a “bank for Main Street,” far re-
moved from the excesses of Wall Street’s 
wheeler-dealers, said Andrew Ross Sor-
kin in The New York Times. That care-
fully crafted image “evaporated” last 
week, with the revelation that the San 
Francisco–based bank had fired some 
5,300 employees—roughly 1 per cent of 
its workforce—for signing up customers 
for checking accounts and credit cards 
without their knowledge. Authorities 
said about 2 mil lion sham accounts were 
opened going back to 2011, complete 
with forged signatures, phony email addresses, and fake PIN 
numbers—all created by employees who were hounded by su-
pervisors to meet daily account quotas. The bank then charged 
customers at least $1.5 mil lion in fees for the bogus accounts. 
“When politicians talk about Wall Street as a ‘criminal enter-
prise,’ this is exactly what they are talking about.”

“Will anyone go to jail for this?” asked Jesse Singal in NYMag 
.com. Unlikely. Wells Fargo has been ordered to pay $185 million 
in fines, but that’s a pittance compared with the $5.6 billion the 
bank earned in just the second quarter of this year. Meanwhile, 
the bank’s victims weren’t just nickel-and-dimed with overdraft 
and maintenance fees. Many of them took “significant hits” to 
their credit scores for not staying current on accounts they didn’t 
even know about. “They’ll likely have difficulty securing home 
and car loans at reasonable rates for years to come, simply be-
cause their bank decided to defraud them.” Wells Fargo’s woes 
originated in its aggressive cross-selling approach, which encour-

aged salespeople to sign customers 
up for multiple bank products, said 
 Helaine Olen in Slate .com. Someone 
with a savings account would be 
pressed to also open a checking ac-
count, get a credit card, and perhaps 
even take out a mortgage. Employees 
who missed sales quotas would have 
to work weekends or stay late. But so 
far none of the bank’s executives has 
been fired, even though “they bear as 
much—if not more— responsibility 
as the low-level employees who got 
caught holding the bag.”

“If bank regulation were doing its job,” Wells executives wouldn’t 
have allowed such risk taking, said Adam Davidson in New 
 Yorker.com. As it happens, the fine levied against Wells is “just 
a tiny fraction” of what it likely earned from its sales tactics. 
Over the past 13 years, the bank increased the average number 
of products per customer from four to more than six. At a bank 
with 70 mil lion customers, that translates into tens of billions of 
dollars. Until executives face meaningful penalties, the message is 
clear: Do what it takes to make money, “even if it leads to some 
fraud.” You can be sure that Wells execs “directly benefited” 
from the scam, said David Dayen in TheFiscalTimes .com. The 
bank proudly touted its account growth to investors, which 
helped the bank’s stock double in value between 2011 and 2015. 
Carrie Tolstedt, who oversaw the banking division responsible 
for the fake accounts, just left in July with a $125 mil lion retire-
ment package. It’s figures like that that help “explain the anger 
and frustration Americans feel about a rigged system.”

Issue of the week: Wells Fargo’s phony-account scandal

Employees created 2 million sham customer accounts.
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Boxing Hall of 
Famer Bobby 
Chacon was a 
crowd-pleaser, 

handsome and charismatic with 
a sunny grin that belied a turbu-
lent life outside the ring. A quick, 
adroit stylist early in his career, 
Chacon morphed into a bruis-
ing, toe-to-toe brawler, battling 
some of his era’s finest fighters 
en route to titles in the featherweight (126 pounds) 
and superfeatherweight (130 pounds) divisions. 
With his gloves off, the 5-foot-6-inch Californian 
lived large and fast, falling prey to excessive drink-
ing and drug use. Chacon also suffered devastating 
personal loss and, ultimately, the brain damage 
and dementia that afflict so many boxers. Yet he 
remained a blithe spirit. “Life, it ain’t the friendli-
est place to be,” Chacon once said. “But where 
else you going to be?”

Born to Mexican immigrants outside Los An ge les, 
Chacon was “a schoolyard brawler in a rugged 
neighborhood,” said The New York Times. While 
Chacon worked his way through junior college 
in a Lockheed factory, his future wife, Valorie, 
nudged him toward the ring, knowing he was 
handy with his fists. His “legend began rising 
under taskmaster trainer Joe Ponce,” said the Los 

Angeles Times. Chacon won 
his first 19 fights and in 1974 
TKO’d Alfredo Marcano for 
the World Boxing Council’s 
featherweight crown. After 
losing his title the next year to 
Mexico’s Rubén Olivares, he 
continued fighting top com-
petition. But in 1982 tragedy 
struck: Suffering from depres-
sion, Valorie shot herself to 

death on the eve of a bout, leaving Chacon with 
three children ages 11, 8, and 6. “She was tired 
of being a boxer’s wife,” said Chacon. “But box-
ing was something I had to do, to get out of my 
blood.” Shattered by the loss, he nevertheless 
went through with the fight the next day, knock-
ing out Salvador Ugalde in the third round. 

When Chacon retired in 1988, he “had a career 
record of 59-7-1, with 47 knockouts,” said The 
Washington Post. Although he’d earned millions 
of dollars in the ring, and once owned a fleet of 
Rolls-Royces and up to 40 horses, by 2000 “he 
was living in poverty, collecting cans along road-
sides for resale.” Suffering from pugilistic demen-
tia, Chacon carried a map of his neighborhood in 
his shirt pocket so he wouldn’t get lost. “I had a 
good life. I lost a good life,” he said in 2002. “I 
want that good life again.”

Hugh O’Brian made 
it acceptable for 
adults to watch TV 
Westerns. Before the 

square-jawed actor’s 1955 debut as 
the titular character in The Life and 
Legend of Wyatt Earp, such shows 
had been aimed at kids, with car-
toonish gunfights and cookie-cutter 
good guys and bad guys. Wyatt 
Earp introduced darker, more com-
plex story lines and a compelling 
hero in O’Brian’s Earp. Snappily 
dressed in his black frock coat and 
hat and a gold-trimmed waistcoat, the Old West 
lawman used his gun only as a last resort. To add 
to the show’s sense of realism, O’Brian insisted 
that the blanks fired by his .45 pistol be fully 
filled with gunpowder, not the half load or less 
normally used in filming. “It made a hell of a dif-
ference when it came to the reaction” of the actor 
being shot, he explained. “It was quite loud and 
they would automatically fall down. It didn’t take 
the script to make them do it.”

Born Hugh Krampe in Rochester, N.Y., O’Brian 
“excelled in athletics and served in the Marine 
Corps during World War II,” said The Wash-
ing ton Post. He was planning to study law at 
Yale when he stumbled into acting: Having 

escorted his actress girlfriend to 
a rehearsal for a play in 1947, 
he ended up filling in for the 
lead actor, who had fallen ill. 
He adopted his mother’s maiden 
name after his surname was mis-
spelled in a playbill. “They left 
the ‘m’ out of Krampe,” he said. 
After starring in a string of “run-
of-the mill Westerns,” he found 
stardom with Wyatt Earp, said 
The New York Times. The show 
went off the air in 1961, and over 
the next three decades O’Brian 

starred in dozens more movies and TV shows, 
including as the last bandit to be killed in John 
Wayne’s final film, 1976’s The Shootist. 

“O’Brian’s most enduring legacy is offscreen,” 
said the Los Angeles Times. A 1958 visit to a 
hospital run by the Nobel Prize–winning doc-
tor and missionary Albert Schweitzer in what is 
now Gabon inspired the actor to set up the Hugh 
O’Brian Youth Leadership organization, a non-
profit that has taught leadership skills to more 
than 400,000 high school students. In 1994, he 
played Earp again in a CBS TV movie, hoping to 
bring attention and money to his charity. “The 
greatest thing I can do for the foundation,” he 
said, “is reheat my name on the way out.”

Obituaries

Hugh
O’Brian
1925–2016
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The boxing champ who was haunted by tragedy

The dashing actor who played Wyatt Earp

Bobby
Chacon
1951–2016 In 1952, Norbert Schemansky 

was working at a Detroit 
manufacturing plant when he 
asked his boss for a few days 

off to com-
pete in 
that year’s 
Helsinki 
Olympics. 

Like most Americans at the 
time, Schemansky’s employer 
was indifferent to his sport 
of weightlifting. “One of the 
guys from downstairs said, 
‘Give him all the time off he 
wants: Fire him,’” the weight-
lifter recalled. The 6-foot, 
265-pound athlete quit, went 
to Helsinki, and won gold in 
the middle heavyweight class 
in front of cheering fans. 
But when Schemansky flew 
home to the U.S., no adoring 
crowd was waiting at the air-
port to meet him. Only a bus 
porter recognized the return-
ing champion. “[He] said, 
‘Nice going, Semansky,’” 
Schemansky said. “He mis-
pronounced my name, but he 
knew who I was.”

Born in Detroit, Schemansky 
had “steel in his sinews since 
childhood,” said The New 

York Times. By age 11, he 
was working at a city market 
unloading 100-pound bags 
of potatoes. Schemansky 
started lifting at 15 and 
began his Olympic run at the 
London Olympics in 1948, 
winning silver in the super-
heavyweight class. Surgery 
to repair damaged disks kept 
him away from the 1956 
Games in Melbourne. But 
he won bronze at the 1960 
Olympics in Rome and again 
in Tokyo in 1964. 

“During his 27-year weight-
lifting career, he shattered 26 
world records” and became 
a star in Eastern Europe, said 
the Dearborn, Mich., Press & 

Guide. Because there were 
no endorsements in his day 
and no money for athletes, 
Schemansky had to take 
menial jobs—once cleaning 
latrines—to support his fam-
ily. He retired from competi-
tion in 1972 and became a 
civil engineer in Dearborn. 
“Sometimes,” he said of his 
weightlifting career in 1996, 
“I wonder why I did it.”

Norbert 
Schemansky

1924–2016

35

The U.S. Olympic gold  
medalist who received 
little acclaim at home
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Growing up in the shadow of 9/11
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whose professional first name is also her 
childhood nickname, Ces—what her father 
and all the family called her. “But it’s such 
a huge part of who you are.”

When the towers fell, the world’s eyes 
were on New York City. But the rever-
berations were also felt with the force 
of an earthquake in dozens of tranquil 
suburbs that lay within commuting dis-
tance of Manhattan’s financial district— 
communities like Montclair, N.J.

Railroad barons made the town, and its 
welter of train stations—six, in a com-
munity of only 38,000—not only nour-
ished the village-like neighborhoods that 
coalesced around these transport hubs but 
also made for a quick journey into the city, 
12 miles away, across the river.

On 9/11, that proximity proved fateful. 
Almost everyone in Montclair—from 
its blue-collar enclaves to its hilltop 
 mansions—knew someone working in 
New York that day: friends and neighbors, 
colleagues, wives and husbands, daughters 
and sons. Nine men from Montclair died. 
Seven of them were married, and most of 
those were fathers, some to very young 
children.

When Abigail Carter took a telephone call 
that morning from her husband, Caleb 
Arron Dack, she was busy at home with 

6-year-old Olivia and 
2-year-old Carter. 
With the baby fuss-
ing on her hip, she 
snatched up the 
phone, annoyed at 
the interruption.

Even now, 15 years 
later, she’s sometimes 
haunted by the mem-
ory of that little burst 
of impatience at what 
was to be their last 
conversation ever. But 
then, it had begun 
as such an ordinary 
day. There was no 
reason to think they 
wouldn’t be talking 
for all their lives.

“Now, I think the 
hardest thing is just 
not knowing what 
you’re missing,” 
Carter said. “And at 

the same time, knowing how much you’re 
missing.”

Montclair enfolded her in an embrace she 
will never forget, she said. Friends sat vigil; 
strangers offered greetings on her birthday. 
Bags of bagels and home-cooked meals 
appeared faithfully on her doorstep for 
months. “I had to buy a new freezer for all 
of them,” she said, mustering a laugh.

But for all the solace offered, Carter came 
to feel there was something suffocating 
about her new identity as a 9/11 widow. 
In so small a community, she knew that 
she—and especially her children—would be 
indelibly associated with immense tragedy, 
with even well-meaning kindness register-
ing as a constant reminder.

In the end, she chose to make a new life 
for herself and them, in Seattle. The kids 
are 17 and 21, and doing well. Carter is 
in high school; Olivia is away at college, 
studying neuroscience and considering 
graduate school.

L
AUREN KESTENBAUM, too, felt the 
need to leave Montclair not long 
after 9/11. She was 24 when her 

father, Howard, was killed—not a child, 
but not quite a full-fledged adult either, 
something she says she only recognized 
long afterward. She was on her way to 
work at the New York Public Library when 

More than 3,000 children lost a parent in the terrorist attacks on Sept. 11, said journalist Laura King.  
Many are now young adults, who have struggled with both their grief and their association with that terrible day.  

Francesca Picerno, now an aspiring musician, was 9 when her father died in the north tower.

T
HE CHILDREN OF 

9/11 are growing 
up. Fifteen years 

after that cataclysmic day 
in 2001, the infants of 
the time—or those still in 
their mothers’ wombs—
are high school age. 
Then-toddlers are nearing 
or even starting college. 
The tweens of 2001 are 
young adults, and their 
elder siblings are marking 
life’s milestones: mar-
rying, notching career 
achievements. Having 
children of their own.

In the arc of childhood, 
time bends in strange 
ways. The Sept. 11 
attacks are part of his-
tory now. But for young 
people who lost a parent 
that day, the pain is ever 
present.

The attacks killed nearly 3,000 people—
aboard the four hijacked airliners, at the 
World Trade Center, and at the Pentagon. 
Those people left behind 3,051 children 
under the age of 18, by the count of sur-
vivors’ groups. That day marked these 
youngsters’ entry into a cohort of bereave-
ment, an exclusive club that, as more than 
one of them observed, no one would ever, 
ever wish to join.

“You don’t want to be that kid, the one 
everyone knows about,” said Francesca 
Picerno, who had just turned 9 when the 
towers fell and is now an aspiring musician. 
Her dad, Matthew Picerno, 44, worked as a 
municipal bond broker at Cantor Fitzgerald, 
on the 104th floor of the north tower. He 
left the family home in Holmdel, N.J., that 
morning and never came back.

Enduring so private a grief in so over-
whelmingly public a context left a mark 
on all of these children. It’s braided, they 
say, into successes and sorrows alike, some-
times in wrenching and unexpected ways. 
It looms large over every casual encounter 
with a new acquaintance. It’s a built-in 
identity some rejected—and still do—while 
others have come to accept and even 
embrace it.

“You don’t want to be defined by it,” said 
Picerno, now a self-possessed 24-year-old, 
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the planes hit the towers; from a commuter 
bus, she saw the smoke rising.

Kestenbaum spent the remainder of her 
20s in graduate school, first moving to the 
Midwest and getting a master’s degree in 
library science, then tackling the rigors of 
law school at Stanford University. Now she 
wonders if a grueling stint in academia was 
an attempt to deflect her loss.

“I was good at being in school, at focusing 
on goals, on ends,” she said. 
“I think it was a way of cop-
ing with what happened—
a way of having some order, 
having some control.”

In what might be a means of 
making peace with the past, 
she is back in Montclair, 
working in nearby Newark 
as a children’s legal advo-
cate. Her boyfriend is a 
friend from childhood who 
knew her father. Her mother, 
to whom she remains close, 
only recently sold the family 
home, and still lives nearby.

In familiar streets and parks 
and shops, she can summon 
happy memories.

“When you lose a parent, at 
whatever point in life,” she said, “it makes 
you a child again.”

And then there are those 9/11 kids who 
have no recollections of a dead parent. 
Or what seem like none—though a few 
tiny, tantalizing shards may lie buried in 
memory.

Kahleb Fallon was only 7 months old 
when his mother, Jamie Lynn Fallon, was 
killed at the Pentagon, where she was a 
logistics specialist. She had bright red hair, 
and later, whenever the toddler saw that 
hue on anyone else’s head, he’d point and 
get excited.

Did he remember that about her? Could 
he? No one really knows.

Fallon was a 23-year-old single mother with 
no ties to her baby’s father. Her mother, Pat 
Fallon, cared for Kahleb as his guardian 
until he was nearly 5. By then, Jamie’s older 
brother Mike, who had married and started 
a family, felt ready to give his little nephew a 
home. To become his father.

Now Kahleb is 15 and thriving. He likes 
“regular-kid stuff,” his landscaper father 
says—sports, video games. Iowa City, with 
its reserved but warm Midwestern manner, 
may be the perfect place to raise a young-
ster who wants, for now, to keep at arm’s 
length a national and family tragedy that is 
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part of him, yet somehow separate.

“He wants to be Joe Normal,” Mike said. 
“You know what it’s like to be a teenager.”

I
N THE AFTERMATH of the Sept. 11 
attacks, the children were at times their 
elders’ despair—and their salvation. 

Many parents, having lost a spouse or part-
ner, said they doubt they could have gone 
on without the knowledge of how much 
their children needed them.

to new towns or new schools, but unable 
to keep the word from leaking out.

For others, the usual adolescent acting-
out—drug or alcohol use, bad judgment—
was magnified by an angry sense of aban-
donment. Some coped badly when their 
mother or father began dating or eventually 
remarried.

Ces Picerno was 18 when her mother, who 
had spent nearly a decade coping with 

everything from child rearing 
to family finances to the loss 
of her own parents, began 
dating for the first time since 
Matthew Picerno’s death. She 
regrets that rather than being 
understanding, she was furi-
ous. “I was terrible,” she said 
ruefully.

The two are close now, but 
spar now and then—tattoos 
being a prime point of con-
tention. Ces loves hers, espe-
cially those that are a tribute 
to her dad: inked circles on 
her wrists represent the cuff 
buttons of his dress shirts, 
and tattooed on her back is 
his favorite Frank Sinatra 
line, from “Summer Wind.”

“The world was new beneath 
a blue umbrella sky,” she recited, then 
closed her eyes and hummed a bit of the 
melody—remembering another bright 
morning.

Some who lost parents in the attacks see 
them, even in their absence, as a powerful 
influence in their lives. Lauren Kestenbaum 
toyed for a time with corporate law, a path 
she eventually realized was wrong for her, 
and says she is much happier now with her 
children’s advocacy work.

“My father always encouraged me to fol-
low my heart, and at first, without him, 
that was hard to do,” she said.

Ces’ older brother Matthew, 27, is to be 
married next month—the first of the fam-
ily’s three children to wed. When she was 
little, she said, she had always pictured her 
father at her own wedding.

After his death, Ces thought she might one 
day have her two brothers walk her down 
the aisle. But lately, as she and her longtime 
boyfriend have talked more about mar-
riage, she had another idea. She asked her 
mother if she would do it instead.

“She cried,” Ces said. “And said yes.” 

Excerpted from an article that was origi-
nally published in the Los Angeles Times. 
Reprinted with permission. 

Lauren Kestenbaum (right) and her mother, Granvilette

Janice Cohn, a psychotherapist who lives 
in Montclair and treated a number of wid-
ows from surrounding communities and 
served as consultant to the public schools, 
said many parents struggled, not only those 
who had lost a spouse.

“With lots of the children I worked with in 
school, it was ‘How do you make sense of 
a dangerous world? How do you explain 
violence and danger in a way that doesn’t 
make them frightened, or paranoid, or 
mistrustful?’” she said. “We want our kids 
to be empathetic, to care about others, but 
on the other hand, it’s a dangerous world—
how do you strike a balance?”

Abigail Carter, who published a memoir of 
her young widowhood, remembers those 
early days as a blur—punctuated only by 
the urgency of helping her children deal 
with the loss. “They were both so very 
aware of it,” she said. Her son, only 2, 
“kept pointing at every building and ask-
ing, ‘Is Daddy in there?’” Her daughter, 
who was 6 and had taken in more informa-
tion, was worryingly silent.

Many children coped well initially with the 
loss of a parent, but succumbed later on 
to bouts of depression and even self-harm. 
Others struggled with friendships, feeling 
uneasy and gossiped-about, reluctant to 
divulge their family history as they moved 
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Find the solutions to all The Week ’s puzzles online: www.theweek.com/puzzle.

Crossword No. 376: The M.E. Awards by Matt Gaffney

Sources: A complete list of publications cited in The Week can be found at theweek.com/sources.

The Week Contest

This week’s question: Experts in robotics have warned 
that by the year 2050 humans will be having sex with 
specially designed robots, and may prefer them to other 
humans. If Hollywood were to make a PG-rated romantic 
comedy about one man’s love for his robot companion, 
what title should it give the film?

Last week’s contest: North Korean dictator Kim Jong Un 
has launched a Netflix-like online service called Manbang, 
giving his subjects on-demand access to propaganda-
filled movies and TV shows. Please come up with the 
title of a North Korean version of a famous TV show or 
Hollywood film that the new service might broadcast.

THE WINNER: “Despot Housewives” 
Joe Frank, Scottsdale, Ariz. 

SECOND PLACE: “Better Not Call Seoul” 
Ken Liebman, Williston, Vt.

THIRD PLACE: “Mr. Smith Goes to a Labor Camp” 
Aaron Prebenda, Hobbs, N.M.

For runners-up and complete contest rules, please go 
to theweek.com/contest.

How to enter: Submissions should be emailed to 
contest@theweek.com. Please include your name, 
address, and daytime telephone number for verifica-
tion; this week, type “Robot love” in the subject line. 
Entries are due by noon, Eastern Time, Tuesday, Sept. 20. 

Winners will appear on the Puzzle Page 
next issue and at theweek.com/puzzles 
on Friday, Sept. 23. In the case of iden-
tical or similar entries, the first one 
received gets credit. ACROSS

1  Like lemon drops

5  Collapsed, as a roof

11  Kid’s shout

14  Dim-witted dog

15  Soar on a Cessna

16  Big bird

17  Host of the 68th 

Annual Primetime 

Emmy Awards on 

Sept. 18

19  Word in many college 

course names

20  Like many wet suits

21  Hotel offering

23  Set of tools

24  Drawn characters, 

casually

26  You’re on one right 

now

30  Suggestive state

33  1990s dolls

34  The Two ___ (1990 

Jack Nicholson thriller)

35  See 32-Down

36  Tampa Bay team

37  Group of roses, often

38  Ladd or Alda

39  Ethereal chants

40  Inverted sixes

41  Moved with stealth

42  Strategic

44  Pipeline attracting 

tribal protests

45  Lousy writers

46  Review harshly

47  Mentally measure

49  Has

54  Inlet

55  His eponymous 

Late Late Show 

is nominated for 

Outstanding Variety 

Talk Series

58  Ang or Tommy

59  Threat ending

60  John Deere rival

61  Attention, in metaphor

62  Improving

63  Road sign

DOWN

1  Tripartite Pact 

supporter

2  Point after deuce, 

sometimes

3  Coleridge title word

4  Staffing agency 

worker

5  Pretend

6  Kick out

7  Jell-O flavor

8  On the ___

9  Ending for Manhattan 

or Wyoming

10  Half-___ (wrestling 

holds)

11  Oscar winner 

nominated for 

an Emmy for her 

portrayal of Lady Bird 

Johnson

12  Leave off

13  Remote control button

18  “Gadzooks!”

22  One in Rome

24  Tots

25  Ready for customers

26  Presidential candidate 

in 1992 and 1996

27  Pack animal

28  Her eponymous 

Comedy Central show 

is nominated for three 

Emmys

29  Rejections

30  Eye color

31  Not fitting

32  With 35-Across, birth 

city of Michelle Pfeiffer 

and Lenny Dykstra

34  Savimbi or Salk

37  Pre-Joe veep

38  Ancient vehicle with 

two horses

40  “Ole!”

41  Section of a long 

poem

43  Price holder

44  Ballerina, e.g.

46  Outlaw chasers

47  A mighty wind

48  Vicinity

49  Irishwoman, e.g.

50  Fields of beauty

51  More than a role 

model

52  Emperor written about 

by Tacitus

53  White blanket

56  Exist

57  Got together with

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

14 15 16

17 18 19

20 21 22

23 24 25

26 27 28 29 30 31 32

33 34 35

36 37 38

39 40 41

42 43 44

45 46

47 48 49 50 51 52 53

54 55 56 57

58 59 60

61 62 63

 

Fill in all the 
boxes so that 
each row, column, 
and outlined 
square includes 
all the numbers 
from 1 through 9. 
 
Difficulty:  
super-hard

Sudoku

The winner gets a one-year  
subscription to The Week.
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